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Abstract
Quarks and Gluons are fundamental composition elements of nuclear matters and their be-
havior is ruled by the strong interaction described by Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). Quark
and gluons are confined in a hadron and QCD predicts they are de-confined from a hadron and
they undergo a phase transition to a new state of matter called Quark-Gluon-Plasma (QGP) at
an extremely high temperature and energy density. The unique tool to achieve such hot and
dense state on the Earth is ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions with a large accelerator.
In heavy ion collisions, a pair of hard-scattered partons propagate inside a QGP medium
losing its energy by interactions with the medium. The consequent two-particle correlations
are modified from a simple back-to-back correlations in p+p collisions. Hence, the two-particle
correlation measurements are one of useful tools to diagnose the possible behavior of hard-
scattered partons in the space-time evolution of medium such as
• path length dependence of parton energy-loss coming from geometry of QGP medium,
• re-distribution of lost parton energy also correlates with path-length by the geometry of
medium.
The remarkable observations of two-particle correlation measurements at the Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) are as following, depending on transverse momentum pT :
• suppression of away-side correlation yield of high pT hadrons in central collisions,
• away-side double humps in azimuthal correlation, and near-side long-range correlation in
rapidity direction of intermediate pT hadrons.
While numbers of theoretical efforts have been made to describe the observed features in
two-particle correlations, recently the existence of higher-order flow harmonics vn is discovered,
which is originating from parton density fluctuations due to participant fluctuations at initial
heavy ion collisions. In order to a provide robust experimental constraints to theoretical models,
the contribution of vn must be subtracted from two-particle correlations.
In this thesis, we present the two-particle charged hadron correlation measurements in Au+Au
collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV with the data obtained by the RHIC-PHENIX Experiment in
2007, considering the backgrounds from vn(n = 2, 3, 4). The rapidity gap between trigger and
associate particles in this measurement is |∆η| < 0.7.
The representing results of the two-particle correlations at high-pT trigger particles of pT =4-
10 GeV/c are as following:
• suppression of away-side in most-central collisions at 0-10%,
• single-peaked away-side similar to that in p+p collisions at centrality 10-50%.
Those of the two-particle correlations of intermediate-pT trigger pT < 4 GeV/c are as follow-
ing:
• suppressed or broadened away-side in most-central collisions at 0-10%,
• double-hump structures of away-side at centrality 10-50%.
The significance of latter feature is observed at most 1σ level in terms of the systematics in v4
measurements. The double-hump position of experimental data above associate at pT=1 GeV/c
is approximately more than 4 times larger than that of Cherenkov-Gluon-Radiation. The pT
independence seen in the experimental data is also seen in Mach-Cone and Energy-Momentum
Loss model, and their opening angle is about 20% larger and smaller than the experimental data,
respectively. The opening angle of Hot-Spot Model is almost 50% larger than the experimental
results.
The two-particle correlations with a trigger selection with respect to second and third-order
event-planes, Ψ2 and Ψ3, are also measured for three pT combinations of pT : 2-4x1-2, 2-4x2-4,
and 4-10x2-4 GeV/c. The representing results of Ψ2 dependent correlations of pT 2-4x1-2 GeV/c
are as following;
• yield increases close to in-plane direction of Ψ2 especially for mid-central to peripheral
collisions,
• yield increases close to out-of-plane direction of Ψ2 especially for most-central collisions.
The increase of in-plane yield from central to peripheral collisions, where the average path length
decreases, can be taken as the increase of penetration probability due to less parton energy loss.
While the increase of out-of-plane yield in central collisions, where the average path length
becomes larger, can be regarded as a result of possible increase of re-distribution of the lost
energy in the long path-length. Neither of this clear path-length dependence is seen in Ψ3
dependent correlations.
The azimuthal anisotropy of correlated associate yield vPTYn with respect to Ψ2 and Ψ3 is
calculated from the event-plane dependent correlations. We see following features in vPTYn via
correlations in pT : 2-4x1-2 GeV/c:
• positive near and away-side vPTY2 above centrality 20% and negative near-side one in cen-
trality 0-10%,
• positive near-side vPTY3 but negative away-side vPTY3 above centrality 20%.
The negative vPTY2 cannot be explained by hydrodynamics or the suppression via parton-
energy loss because the v2 values calculated by both effects are positive: we need to consider an
effect neither hydrodynamics nor the suppression. The centrality and near-away dependence of
vPTYn is different between Ψ2 and Ψ3 dependent correlations, which may suggest parton-medium
coupling is different in the second and third-order geometry of a media.
The peak shift of near and away-side correlations is also seen depending on trigger direction.
A value ALR to quantify the degree of peak shift is compared between Ψ2 and Ψ3 dependent
correlations. ALR of Ψ2 dependent correlations shows the sign change depending on trigger
direction on the other hand that of Ψ3 dependent correlations is always negative. This value also
shows different trend between Ψ2 and Ψ3 dependent correlations.
We suggest the importance of considering the re-distribution effect of lost parton energy and
the different results of jet-medium interplay in the second and third-order geometry of media in
future theoretical calculations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Quantum Chromodynamics and Quark Gluon Plasma
Quarks and Gluons are elemental blocks of nuclear matters and their strong interactions are
described by Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) based on color charge in analogous to electricity
charge in Quantum Electrodynamics (QED). In QCD framework, gluons mediate the strong
interaction between (among) color charges. Since gluons are also color-charged, gluons themselves
interact with other color charges, on the other hand photons have no electric charge and do not
interact with each other.
In QCD, the Lagrangian density is given as
L =
Nf∑
f
q¯f (iγµDµ −mf )− 14F
a
µνF
µν
a , (1.1)
where f (=1, 2, 3) is a flavor of quark, qf is a quark field of flavor f , and mf is an invariant
mass of quark. The gluon field strength tensor F aµν is defined as
F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ + gfabcAbµAcν , (1.2)
where Aaµ is the gluon field (a=1, · · · , 8) and g is the strength of quark-gluon and gluon-gluon
interactions defined as g ≡ √4piαs, and αs is the coupling constant of strong interaction. fabc
denotes the structure constant in the SU(3) group. The covariant derivative Dµ of QCD is given
as
Dµ = ∂µ + ig
λa
2
Aaµ, (1.3)
where λa denotes the eight Gell-Mann matrices.
The anti-screening effect of the color charge due to the colored-feature of gluons leads to
the running coupling constant of the strong force getting small at short distance between color
charges. The coupling constant decreases when the typical length decrease or the momentum
scale increases vice versa. This property of QCD is called “asymptotic freedom”. The behavior of
QCD can be calculated with perturbative calculation method, which is called perturbative QCD
(pQCD), only in interactions with a large momentum transfer at a small distance range. Fig. 1.1
is αs calculated by pQCD[1] compared among previous experimental measurements. The pQCD
1
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Figure 1.1: The calculation of running strong coupling constants as a function of momentum
transfers[1] compared among previous experimental measurements.
calculation is consistent with experimental results up to large momentum transfer region. For
interactions with large coupling constants, where pQCD calculation is no longer validated, Lattice
QCD calculations are powerful tools to describe behaviors of quarks and gluons. A Lattice QCD
calculation of thermodynamic behavior of quarks and gluons at finite temperature and density[2]
predicts phase transition phenomena of nuclear matter at a high temperature and energy density,
which is a de-confinement of quarks and gluons from hadrons. Fig.1.2 shows energy density ε
over biquadrate of temperature T 4 as a function of T/Tc, where Tc is a critical temperature.
The rapid evolution of ε/T 4 happens around Tc ∼ 150− 170 MeV, which corresponds to critical
energy density εc ∼ 1 GeV/fm3. Since the ε/T 4 is a quantity corresponding to the degree of
freedoms of quark and gluons, the rapid evolution of ε/T 4 indicates the de-confinement of quark
and gluons from a hadron, which is a nuclear phase called as “Quark–Gluon–Plasma” (QGP).
The arrows in the right side indicate the Stefan-Boltzmann limits of ideal QCD gas. The slight
decrease is considered originating from the strong coupling of quarks and gluons in QGP.
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Figure 1.2: The lattice QCD calculations [2] of the energy density over biquadrate of temperature
(ε/T 4) as a function of temperature T scaled by critical temperature Tc. The Stefan-Boltzmann
limits of ideal gas for two and three flavor QCD calculation are expressed by the arrows in the
right side.
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1.2 Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions
A nuclear matter phase, Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP), is predicted by Lattice QCD calculation
as mentioned in the last section. Several relativistic heavy ion collision experiments have tried
to achieve the sufficient temperature and energy density to form QGP using large accelerator
facilities, constructed at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) and European Organization for
Nuclear Research (Cern). Currently, the relativistic heavy ion collision experiment is an unique
way to form QGP on the Earth. Tab.1.1 is a summary of previous experiments of relativistic
heavy ion collisions. The data analyzed in this thesis is obtained by “the Pioneering High Energy
Nuclear Interaction eXperiment” (PHENIX), which is one of large experiments at RHIC. Heavy
ion collisions have various phases in its space time evolution from initial collision to freeze out.
Collision geometry is categorized using a spectator-participant picture.
Table 1.1: Summary of High Energy Heavy Ion Experiments
Accelerator Laboratory year Collision Systems Collision Energy
√
sNN [GeV]
AGS BNL 1986 16O, 28Si 5.4
1992 197Au 4.8
SPS CERN 1986 16O, 32S 19.4
1994 208Pb 17.4
RHIC BNL 2000 197Au 130
2001 197Au 200
2003 d+197Au 200
2004 197Au 62.4
2005 63Cu 200
2007 197Au 200
LHC CERN 2010 208Pb 2760
1.2.1 Collision Geometry
Due to extent of gold nucleus and the short time scale of relativistic heavy ion collisions compared
to Fermi motion of nucleons in a nuclei, the collision geometry can be described by the participant-
spectator model. Fig. 1.3 shows a schematic idea of heavy ion collisions of two Lorentz contracted
colliding Au nuclei in the view of center of mass frame. Here b is an impact parameter, which is
the distance between the centers of the two nuclei. In an interaction of nuclei, spectator nucleons
pass away the collision region along beam direction without losing momenta of nucleons. On
the other hand, participant nucleons produce particles over a large rapidity range in Au+Au
collisions. The degree of overlap of two nuclei “centrality” can be determined measuring the
amount of participants i.e. multiplicity.
A determined impact parameter provides details of heavy ion collisions, the number of par-
ticipant nucleons Npart, number of nucleon-nucleon collisions Ncoll, and participant spatial ec-
centricity εn, based on Glauber Model [5]. The Glauber Model assumes that
• Nucleons keep flying straight on initial orbit,
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Figure 1.3: A schematic idea of the space-time evolution of relativistic heavy-ion collisions.
• Nucleus collisions are built up from inelastic nucleon interactions,
• Cross-section of inelastic nucleon interaction is independent of number of collisions Ncoll.
The analytical formulation of the Glauber Model is obtained based on the Wood-Saxon
potential of nucleons ρA by assuming a nucleus which has a mass number A. ρA is characterized
by a radius of a nucleus RA and a diffusion parameter aA as
ρA(r) =
ρA0
1 + e(r−RA)/aA
, (1.4)
where ρA0 is a normalization to satisfy
∫
d3rρA(r) = A. If we consider Au nuclei of mass number
A = 197, thus we have RA=6.38 fm and aA=0.54 fm. The cross section of an inelastic p+p
collision is σ0 = 42 mb at
√
sNN =200 GeV [6]. The nucleon density function is calculated by
the integral of ρA(x, y, z) in z direction as
TA(x, y) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dzρA(x, y, z). (1.5)
The density function of number of participants npart in a nucleus collision is given as
npart(x, y; b) = TA(x+ b/2, y)
{
1−
(
1− σ0TB(x− b/2, y)
B
)B}
(1.6)
+ TB(x+ b/2, y)
{
1−
(
1− σ0TA(x+ b/2, y)
A
)A}
, (1.7)
where b is an impact parameter, and A and B are mass numbers of two colliding nuclei. The
number of participants Npart can be given by the integral of npart in x-y direction as
Npart(b) =
∫
dxdynpart(x, y; b). (1.8)
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Figure 1.4: A schematic idea of the space-time evolution of relativistic heavy-ion collisions [4].
For number of binary collisions, the density function ncoll is given by the product of σ0, TA, and
TB as
ncoll(x, y; b) = σ0TA(x+ b/2, y)TB(x+ b/2, y). (1.9)
The number of binary collisions Ncoll is expressed as an integral of ncoll
Ncoll(b) =
∫
dxdyncoll(x, y; b). (1.10)
1.2.2 Space-Time Evolution
Space-time evolution of relativistic heavy ion collisions, assuming it creates QGP, undergoes
multiple phases as shown in Fig.1.4. This section introduces the phases of relativistic heavy ion
collisions elapsed since the initial collisions.
0 < τ < τ0, Parton Cascade and Thermalization
The mechanics of initial nucleon collisions i.e. parton cascades are described by several models
such as color-string models[7], a color glass condensate[8], and a perturbative QCD model[9].
The real mechanics of initial parton cascade have not become clear so far, which is one of main
topics in heavy ion physics. The entropy increases in parton cascade and QCD matter reaches
local thermalization at proper time τ0, which is the initial condition of hydrodynamic evolution
of QGP. Typical τ0 at RHIC energy is less than 1 fm/c in hydrodynamical models assuming
QGP is perfect fluid [10].
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τ0 < τ < τf , QGP and QCD Phase Transition
QGP expands in transverse and longitudinal directions based on relativistic hydrodynamics after
thermalization. In relativistic hydrodynamics, energy-momentum tensor Tµν and baryon number
current jµ are conserved as
∂µT
µν = 0, (1.11)
∂µj
µ
B = 0. (1.12)
With a definition of the fluid four-velocity uµ = γ(1, vx, vy, vz), the energy-momentum tensor
becomes
Tµν = (+ P )uµuν − gµνP, (1.13)
which is
Tµν(x) =

ε(x) 0 0 0
0 P (x) 0 0
0 0 P (x) 0
0 0 0 P (x)
 , (1.14)
where ε denotes the energy density and P denotes the pressure. baryon number current is defined
as
jµB = nBu
µ, (1.15)
where nB is Baryon number. The expansion of QGP lasts until the temperature of QGP reduces
to critical temperature TC , then QGP becomes hadron gas phase.
τf < τ , Freeze-Out
The expansion of hadron gas also reduces the temperature of fluid and hadronization lasts until
a certain temperature, then number of hadrons and hadron species no longer changes. This
is chemical freeze-out. The expansion of hadron gas finally reaches an energy density and
temperature where the interaction among hadrons cannot happen any more. This is kinetic
freeze-out.
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Figure 1.5: The PHOBOS Glauber Monte Carlo in Au+Au collisions [11]. Dashed lines are the
schematic idea of higher-order harmonic event-planes defined in terms of participants.
1.3 Higher-Order Flow Harmonics
In the past understanding of the space time evolution in relativistic heavy ion collisions, the
smooth initial distribution of participants i.e. smooth parton density distribution has been
assumed in the initial stage of the collisions. With this assumption, the Fourier coefficients
in the azimuthal distribution of emitted particles (flow) with respect to only the second-order
event-plane have been take into account.
However, recent studies have revealed the existence of fluctuations of parton energy density
in the initial collisions stage and the consequent higher-order flow harmonics in the azimuthal
distribution of emitted particles. This section introduces the concept of the parton density
fluctuation at initial stage to the flow harmonics of the freeze-out particles.
1.3.1 Higher-Order Event-Plane and Participant Eccentricity
The fluctuation of participants at initial stage of heavy ion collisions is studied via Glauber
Monte Carlo Simulations. The definition of a participant eccentricity εn and event-plane Ψ
part
n
is presented by [11, 12] as
εn =
√
< r2 cosnφpart >2 + < r2 sinnφpart >2/ < r2 >, (1.16)
Ψpartn = atan2(< r
2 cosnφpart >2 + < r2 sinnφpart >2)/n, (1.17)
where φpart is a participant azimuthal angle and n is an order of harmonics.
Fig.1.5 shows the schematic picture of the participant distribution, its higher-order eccen-
tricities, and event-planes at n = 2,3,4. The second-order eccentricity of participant is driven by
mainly an almond like shape of two overlapping nuclei and participant fluctuation, on the other
hand the third-order eccentricity is purely generated by the fluctuation.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Monte Carlo Glauber event display for a
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the left (right) nucleus. The vector directions for the n = 2–5 and
the spatial anisotropy pattern they represent are overlaid. These are
centered on the mean position as indicated by a black square.
For the lowerNpart region where the alignment is strongest,
the correlation may be due to small number fluctuations of
the particular geometry in that impact parameter range for
Au+ Au. Thus, also shown in Fig. 3 are calculations from
Si+ Si and Cu+ Cu collisions. One can see that the angular
correlation largely tracks with Npart and thus it is the number
fluctuations and not the average geometry that dominate the
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0.0-pi/6 indicates totally uncorrelated quantities.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The root mean square (rms) of the angular
difference between !2 and !3 as a function of the number of participant
nucleons,Npart, for Au+ Au, Cu+ Cu, and Si+ Si collisions, as well
as the expectation of no correlation. We plot Npart < 100 to highlight
the significant correlations that are present at small Npart.
correlation. However, the Si, Cu, and Au results do not
scale perfectly versus Npart, and thus the particular geometric
configuration plays some role, as one might expect since the
geometry correlates with the magnitude of these moments.
Furthermore, the authors of Ref. [13] state that the fluc-
tuations are random with respect to the reaction plane (the
plane defined the line between the centers of the nuclei and
the longitudinal axis). We have tested this as well and show
the resulting rms angular separation between the !3 and the
reaction plane in Fig. 5. We find a similar trend as shown
above. The correlation between !3 and the reaction plane is
also restricted to small numbers of participating nucleons. The
correlation here is much weaker than what was found between
!2 and !3.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The rms of the angular difference between
!2 and !3 as a function of the number of participant nucleons,Npart, for
Au+ Au, Cu+ Cu, and Si+ Si collisions, as well as the expectation
of no correlation. We zoom in on the vertical axis to highlight the
small deviations from no correlation that remain at large Npart.
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Figure 1.6: The root mean square (rms) of the angular difference between the second and
third-order participant event-planes σ(ε2 − ε3) as a function of Npart in (Black) Au+Au, (Red)
Cu+Cu, and (Blue) Si+Si collisions at
√
sNN=200 GeV [12].
The root mean square (rms) of the angular difference between the second and third-order
participant event-planes (i.e. a direction of participant eccentricities) σ(ε2− ε3) as a function of
Npart is presented in Fig.1.6. The dashed line around 0.302 indicate the expected value of the
rms in case of no correlation between ε2 and ε3 directions. The rms values in Au+Au, Cu+Cu
are consistent with the no correlation case above Npart > 50 within the statistical fluctuations.
In Au+Au collisions, those two orders are uncorrelated at the participant level in the framework
of the the Glauber Monte Carlo simulation.
In Npart < 50, which is corresponding to very peripheral collisions, σ(ε2 − ε3) seems to have
a correlation, however this centrality range is not used in the analysis of this thesis.
The same study is performed but between ε2 and ε4, and the results are shown in Fig.
1.7. The ε2 and ε4 is clearly correlated for all collisions systems at Npart < 250. The possible
explanation of this correlation is that ε4 can be considered to be formed by combination of pure
fluctuation of participants and the initial almond shape. Since the cycle of second-order axes is
equivalent to the half cycle of fourth-order axes, the second-order axes can give a contribution
to the two of all the four axes of fourth-order axes.
In the real heavy ion collision experiment, the direction of an event-plane is determined by
emitted particles after freeze out, which is not the same quantity as ψpartn . The strength of two-
event-plane correlations between different-order and same-order event-planes
〈
cos (j[ΦDet.1n − φDet.2m ])
〉
in the real heavy ion collisions are assessed using several event-plane detectors as presented in
Fig.1.8. The figure shows (c) the correlated Φ2 and Φ4, and (d) uncorrelated Φ2 and Φ3. Where
Φn denotes the event-planes defined in [22]. Those observations among Φn are qualitatively
consistent with the trends seen in participant eccentricity and event-planes in the Glauber MC
simulation.
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FIG. 5. The rms angular difference between the reaction plane,
!RP, and "3 as a function of Npart for Au+ Au collisions. A weak
correlation is found between the third-order moment and the reaction
plane direction for small Npart. Note the zoomed vertical scale.
We also show the angular correlation between "2 and "5
in Fig. 6. One again sees a strong correlation in peripheral
collisions and then smaller correlations for larger numbers of
participants. Finally, in Fig. 7, we show the angular correlation
between "2 and "4. These two even moments are expected to
be highly correlated because the initial overlap in midcentral
collisions has an approximately elliptical shape, which can be
well described by a combination of aligned "2 and "4 moments
if it has a large enough eccentricity. This correlation tracks with
the geometry (i.e., impact parameter), and so the resulting rms
values for Au+ Au, Cu+ Cu, and Si+ Si do not track each
other when plotted as a function of Npart.
In the case of nearly ideal hydrodynamics, the spatial eccen-
tricities may be translated into directly measurable momentum
anisotropies (vn). The relative degree of correlation between v2
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FIG. 6. (Color online) The rms of the angular difference between
"2 and "5 as a function of the number of participant nucleons,Npart, for
Au+ Au, Cu+ Cu, and Si+ Si collisions, as well as the expectation
of no correlation. The result demonstrates that a similar behavior
holds for correlation between "2 and higher order odd moments.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) The rms of the angular difference between
"2 and "4 as a function of the number of participant nucleons,Npart, for
Au+ Au, Cu+ Cu, and Si+ Si collisions, as well as the expectation
of no correlation. The result shows the same procedure applied to
the difference between the lowest even-order moments where a more
significant correlation results from the average geometry.
and v4 is of great interest because it directly impacts a possible
difference in the observed v4 determined via the event plane
method (using the second moment to determine the plane)
and a two-particle Fourier decomposition method [14]. The v3
moment is identically zero by symmetry when measured with
respect to the second-moment event plane. However, the vector
direction correlation can be determined via event-by-event
separate second- and third-moment event plane measurements.
Such measurements would provide potentially sensitive tests
of the fluctuations in the Monte Carlo Glauber geometry.
Despite the effect being largest in peripheral events where
nearly inviscid hydrodynamics may not apply, it should prove
fruitful to see if such angle correlations persist (which do not
require a linear translation of "n moments into vn momentum
anisotropies).
III. SUMMARY
In summary, we find that contrary to previous publications,
there is a definite nonzero correlation within the Monte Carlo
Glauber calculation between the angular directions of "2 and
"3 (and more generally between even and odd moments). A
much weaker correlation between the reaction plane and "3
is also found. The effects are strongest for peripheral Au+
Au events, and the measurement of such correlations may
provide an interesting test of geometric fluctuations within
the Monte Carlo Glauber calculation. It will be instructive to
measure these possible correlations and care must be taken
to quote the exact sensitivity of such measures and extend
them to the very most peripheral events. The multidimensional
correlation between the magnitude of the eccentricity orders
and their angular orientations may also prove important and
the direct integration of Monte Carlo calculations of initial
state geometries may be warranted in many studies to account
for the full set of correlations.
044908-3
Figure 1.7: The root mean square (rms) of ∆(ε2−ε4) as a function of Npart in Au+Au, Cu+Cu,
and Si+Si
√
sNN=200 GeV collisions [12].
calorimeters (MPCs). Each detector system has a north
(south) component to measure at forward (backward) ra-
pidity. The absolute pseudorapidity (!0) coverages for
these detectors are 3:1< j!0BBCj< 3:9, 1:0< j!0RXNj<
2:8, 3:1< j!0MPCj< 3:7. The PHENIX drift and pad cham-
bers [23] were used for charged particle tracking and
momentum reconstruction with azimuthal angle coverage
’ ¼ " rad in the central region (j!0j " 0:35).
To estimate the event lane !n in each detector, we
generalize to all orders n our earlier procedure for event-
plan determination (see [9] and especially definitions in
[24]). For each event-plane de ector we evaluate
tanðn"nÞ ¼ Pwi sinðn#iÞ=Pwi cosðn#iÞ for the!n sub-
event estimator "n, where the #i are the azimuths of
elements in that detector and the weights wi reflect the
energy or multiplicity in that element. Acceptance correc-
tions [24] for imperfect detector efficiency were employed
to ensure a flat (azimuthally independent) event-plane
distribution, as required by symmetry considerations. In
general, the hit distributions sample virtually all momenta.
To measure vn, the azimuth # of each particle is corre-
lated with the !n via Eq. (1). The measured vnf!ng ¼
hcosðn½#&"avgn 'Þi=Resð!nÞ, where"avgn is the average of
the "n for north and south subevents and where the de-
nominator Res(!n) represents a resolution factor
described in [24]. This factor corrects vn for the event-
by-event dispersion of the "n. Its magnitude can be esti-
mated via the two and three subevents method [9] in which
the correlation between "n from different subevents is
measured. The strength of this correlation is generally
quantified as hcosðn½"An &"Bn 'Þi for sub vents A, B, which
measures the cosine of the dispersion of the "n estimator
with respect to the true !n.
Figure 1 shows the centrality dependence of this corre-
lation strength hcosðj½"An &"Bm'Þ for subevent combina-
tions (A, B) involving different event-plane detectors with
#!0 ( 5 a d #!0 ( 7. The r w co relations are pr sented
s measured; however, the magnitudes are pecific to the
PHENIX detectors involved. The systematic un ertai ties
(not shown) for these cor elations are of similar relative
size to those for vnf!ng discussed bel w. The u certainties
are correlated across centrality and n such that the relative
size of these event-plane correlations can be compared.
The magnitudes for the odd parity quantities hsinðj½"An &
"Bm'Þi, which should vanish, are found to be consistent
with zero for all centrality, j, and" combinations. Figure 1
panels (a) and (b) show the two subevent correlations for
m ¼ n; (c) and (d) show the two subevent correlations for
m ! n. The negative correlation indicated in (a) for n ¼ 1
is due to the well-known antisymmetric pseudorapidity
dependence (sign change about midrapidity) of sidewards
flow v1, as well as momentum conservation [2]. Positive
subevent correlations are indicated in (a) and (b) for!2;3;4,
with sizable magnitudes for !2;3 and much smaller values
for !4.
The subevent correlations hcosðj½"An &"Bm'Þi for n ! m
are also of interest. Figure 1(c) confirms the expected
correlation between !1 and !2 (due to sidewards flow),
as well as that between !2 and !4 [24]. By contrast,
Fig. 1(d) shows that there is no significant correlation
observed between !2 and !3, a result which is indepen-
dent of the detectors used. The order j ¼ 6 is chosen to
account for the n multiplet of directions (2"=n) of!2 and
!3. The absence of this correlation suggests that the fluc-
tuations for !3 about !2 are substantial. This is well
reproduced by Glauber modeling [25,26] and therefore
supports an initial state fluctuation origin of !3 and v3.
A small correlation between !3 and !1 is indicated in
Fig. 1(d). While such a correlation seems to be at odds with
the absence of a !2 &!3 correlation [Fig. 1(d)], we note
that!1 &!3 correlations need not contribute to a residual
contribution to !2 &!3 correlations through !1. That is,
!1 could correlate with !3 and !2 in exclusive event
classes. Correlations involving the PHENIX zero-degree
calorimeter, which measures the n ¼ 1 spectator neutron
event plane [24] at j!0j> 6:5 indicate that this correlation
has some degree of !0 antisymmetry. We defer further
investigation of these correlation subtleties to future work.
Figure 2 shows results for the midrapidity vnf!ng for
tracks in the central arms as a function of pT for different
centralities. RXN-defined event planes, which have the
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FIG. 1 (color online). Raw correlation strengths hcosðj½"An &
"Bm'Þi and hcosðj½"Cn &"Dm'Þi of the event planes for various
detector combinations as a function of the collision centrality,
binned in percentages of the total cross section, where 0%
corresponds to impact parameter ¼ 0. Panels (a) and (b) show
the two subevent correlations for m ¼ n; (c) and (d) show the
two subevent correlations for m ! n. The detectors in which the
event plane is measured are: A: RXN North, B: BBC South, C:
MPC North, and D: MPC South. Data in (b) and (d) have been
scaled by factors of 10 and 20, respectively.
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Figure 1.8: Correlations strength
〈
cos (j[ΦDet.1n − φDet.2m ])
〉
as a function of centrality, where
ΦA−Bn is a higher-order event-plane [22]. The two sub-event correlations for m = n are shown in
(a) and (b), and for m 6= n are shown in (c) and (d). The detector ind x indicates A: Reaction-
Plane in the North arm, B: Beam-Beam-Counter in the South arm, C: Muon-Piston-Chamber in
the North arm, and D: Muon-Piston-Chamber in the South arm of the PHENIX detector. The
detail of those detectors are given in the Analysis section.
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Figure 1.9: Flow harmonics vn as a functions of pT in centrality 10 % interval measured at
Au+Au
√
sNN=200 GeV collisions by the PHENIX Experiment[22].
1.3.2 Higher-Order Flow Harmonics at RHIC and LHC
The azimuthal distribution in heavy ion collisions can be characterized by Fourier Series with
respect to Ψn as
dN
dφ
= {1 + 2
∑
vn cosn(φ−Ψn)}, (1.18)
vn =< cosn(φ−Ψn) >, (1.19)
where Ψn is an event-plane determined by the experimental data, φ is an azimuthal angle of a
particle, and vn is a higher-order azimuthal anisotropy (flow harmonics).
Fig. 1.9 shows the higher-order flow harmonics vn as a function of transverse momentum
pT for n = 2, 3, 4 in Au+Au
√
sNN=200 GeV collisions by the PHENIX Experiment at RHIC
[22] via event-plane method. The amplitudes of vn are comparable at centrality 0-10% beyond
harmonics, and the order of those amplitudes is v2 > v3 > v4. While the amplitude of v2 rises
with increase of centrality, amplitude of v3 is almost independent of centrality. v4 also increases
with increase of centrality, v4 catches v3 up at centrality 30% within systematic uncertainties.
Fig. 1.10 shows higher-order flow harmonics vn of charged hadrons as a function of pT for
n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 in Pb+Pb
√
sNN=2.76 TeV collisions by the ATLAS Experiment [35] via event-
plane method. The amplitudes of flow harmonics are v2>v3>v4>v5>v6 at centrality 5-10%.
On the other hand in most central collisions, v2 is less than v3 around pT=3 GeV/c. v2 also
increases with increase of centrality at LHC collision energy, which is similar to that of RHIC
energy. v3 is always larger than v4.
Four model calculations of v2 and v3 in pT=0.75–1.0 GeV/c and 1.75–2.0 GeV/c as a func-
tion of Npart are compared with the PHENIX data in Fig. 1.11. Initial conditions and shear
viscosity over entropy density η/s in hydrodynamics calculation are combined in each theoretical
model, “MC-KLN+4piη/s=2”, “Glauber+4piη/s=1(1)” [23], “Glauber+4piη/s=1(2)” [24], and
“UrQMD” [25]. While all these combinations of the initial condition and the viscosity succeeded
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Figure 1.10: Flow harmonics vn as a function of pT measured by the ATLAS Experiment in
Pb+Pb
√
sNN=2.76 TeV collisions[35].
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best resolution, are employed. The systematic uncertainties
for these measurements were estimated by detailed com-
parisons of the results obtained with the RXN, BBC,
and MPC event-plane detectors and subevent selections.
They are !3%, !8% and !20% for v2f!2g, v3f!3g, and
v4f!4g, respectively, for midcentral collisions and increase
by a few percent for more central and peripheral collisions.
Through further comparison of the results obtained with
the RXN, BBC, and MPC event-plane detectors, pseudor-
apidity dependent nonflow contributions that may influ-
ence the magnitude of vnf!ng, such as jet correlations,
were shown [9] to be much less than all other uncertainties
for v2f!2g and v4f!2g.
The vnf!ng values shown in Fig. 2 increase with pT for
most of the measured range, and decrease for more central
collisions. The v2f!2g increases as expected from central
to semiperipheral collisions, following the expected in-
crease of "n with impact parameter [19,27,28]. The
v3f!3g and, albeit with less statistical significance, also
the v4f!4g appear to be much less centrality dependent,
with v3 values comparable to v2f!2g in the most central
events. This behavior is consistent with Glauber calcula-
tions of the average fluctuations of the generalized ‘‘trian-
gular’’ eccentricity "3 [25,26]. The Fig. 2 panels (b) and (d)
show comparisons of v2f!2g and v3f!3g to results from
hydrodynamic calculations. The pT and centrality trends
for both v2f!2g and v3f!3g are in good agreement with the
hydrodynamic models shown, especially at pT below
" 1 GeV=c.
Figure 3 compares the centrality dependence of v2f!2g
and v3f!3g with several additional calculations, demon-
strating both the new constraints the data provide and also
the robustness of hydrodynamics to the details of different
model assumptions for medium evolution. Alver et al. [27]
use relativistic viscous hydrodynamics in 2þ 1 dimen-
sions. Fluctuations are introduced for two different initial
conditions. For Glauber initial conditions, the energy den-
sity distribution in the transverse plane is proportional to a
superposition of struck nucleon and binary-collision den-
sities; in MC-KLN initial conditions the energy density
profile is further controlled by the dependence of the gluon
saturation momentum on the transverse position [16,17].
The Glauber-MC and MC-KLN initial state models are
paired with the values 4!"=s ¼ 1 and 2, respectively, to
reproduce the measured v2f!2g [8]. The viscosity differ-
ence compensates for the !20% difference between the
initial "2 values associated with each model. The two
models have similar "3, and thus the larger viscosity
needed with MC-KLN calculations to match v2, leads to
a much lower v3 than obtained with Glauber MC calcu-
lations. Consequently, our measurement of v3f!3g helps to
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FIG. 2 (color online). vnf!ng vs pT measured via the reaction-plane method for different centrality bins; 0%–10% are the most
central collisions. Shaded (gray and pink) and hatched (blue) areas around the data points indicate sizes of systematic uncertainties.
The curves in panels (b) and (d) are predictions for v2f!2g and v3f!3g from two hydrodynamic models, both using Glauber initial
conditions and 4!"=s ¼ 1, Alver et al. [27] and Schenke et al. [32].
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the data points indicate sizes of systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 1.11: Flow Harmonics (a,b) v2{Ψ2} and (b,c) v3{Ψ3} s a function of Npart [22], com-
pared with theoretical calculations: “MC-KLN+4piη/s=2” and “Glauber+4piη/s=1(1)” [23],
“Glauber+4piη/s=1(2)” [24], and “UrQMD” [25].
to describe v2, the dege eracy among models is disentangled at v3. The measured v3 indicates
that Glauber+ 4piη/s=1 is more favorable than KLN(CGC) + 4piη/s=2. However, this compar-
ison does not necessarily mean CGC frame work is disfavored. The comparison only suggests
more like perfect fluid than viscous fluid. It is expected that higher-order flow harmonics at
n ≥ 4 provides more discriminating power to the theoretical hydrodynamic calculations and play
a important role in an accurate determination of the initial condition and shear viscosity.
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p+p Au+Au
Figure 1.12: Schematic picture of parton hard scattering and back-to-back jet by parton frag-
mentation.
1.4 Jet-Quenching
In high energy nucleus collisions, partons inside participants are scattered with large momentum
transfer, which is called hard-scattering, with a certain probability. The hard scattered partons
fly back-to-back direction due to momentum conservation. The scattered partons fragment to
two bunches of particles partitioning its energy and result in back-to-back jets. In p+p collisions,
scattered partons are not considered to have interaction with other soft particles, since QGP is
not considered to be formed in such small collision systems. In Au+Au collisions, QGP medium
is formed up to mid-central collisions, which interacts with the hard-scattered partons. Thus
the hard-scattered parton loses its energy inside QGP medium and the deposited energy is re-
distributed to the medium. Fig.1.12 is a schematic idea of a hard collision of a parton pair in
p+p and Au+Au collisions. Surveying the modification of experimental observables in Au+Au
collisions from those in p+p collisions helps to diagnose the energy loss mechanism in QGP
medium.
1.4.1 Nuclear Modification Factor RAA
Nuclear modification factor RAA is one of probes to confirm the sign of parton energy loss in
QGP medium. RAA is defined by the ratio of invariant yield of particles in Au+Au collisions
over those in p+p collisions, with scaled factor on the size of collision systems as
RAA =
d2NAA/dpTdη
Ncolld2Npp/dpTdη
, (1.20)
where NAA is a number of emitted particles in Au+Au collisions, Npp is a number of emitted
particles in p+p collisions, and Ncoll is a number of binary collisions. The PHENIX Experiment
has measured RAA of various particle species.
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Figure 1.13: Nuclear modification factor RAA for pi0[13] and direct photon[14] as a function of
transverse momentum pT (Left) in most central collisions and (Right) in peripheral collisions.
The RAA of pi0[13] and direct photon [14] in most central and most peripheral collisions are
shown in Fig.1.13. In most central collisions, where the QGP medium is thick i.e. parton path
length is long, pi0 RAA is around 0.2 in pT > 5 GeV/c, which means the invariant yield in Au+Au
collisions is factor 5 suppressed compared to p+p collisions.
In most peripheral collisions i.e. parton path length is short, pi0 RAA is consistent with
1 above pT > 7 GeV/c, which means invariant yield in Au+Au collisions are not suppressed
compared to that in p+p collisions. The centrality dependence of invariant yield suppression
is consistent with the scenario of parton energy loss in QGP medium, since it can be easily
considered that partons propagate the longer path in QGP lose the more energy.
On the other hand direct photon RAA is always consistent with 1 within statistical and
systematic uncertainties. The transparence of QGP to direct photons is due to small cross
section of photons in QGP medium since photons can not have strong interaction. The trend of
direct photon also complements the observation of hadron suppression, since none suppression
of direct photon indicates that the method of RAA does not produce an artificial bias.
1.4.2 Two-Particle Correlations
The RAA gives information on the hadron suppression in QGP medium, however the directions of
leading and sub-leading jets are not considered in the measurements. Additionally, measurements
of two-particle correlations help to figure out the energy loss mechanism, with a consideration
of spatial information of back-to-back jets. The spatial coordinate in two-particle correlation
measurements is defined by the azimuthal angle φ and pseudo-rapidity η = − ln[tan(θ/2)], where
θ is a polar angle from the beam axis. Different physics can be dealt with by the two-particle
correlations depending on pT selections of trigger and associate particles. At high pT pairs,
correlations are corresponding to back-to-back jets itself. On the other hand at intermediate
pT , correlations would treat deposited energy from hard-scattered partons to QGP medium in
addition to the back-to-back jets.
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Figure 1.14: Two particle correlations measured by the STAR Experiment[15, 16] in (a) d+Au
collisions, and (b) Minimum Bias p+p and central Au+Au collisions. Momentum ranges are
4<ptrig.T <6 GeV/c for trigger particles and 2< p
asso
T <p
trig
T GeV/c for associate particles.
High pT pair correlations
Fig.1.14 shows high pT two-particle correlations in p+p, d+Au, and Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN =200
GeV by the STAR Experiment[15, 16] in Minimum Bias centrality. The representing pedestals
have been subtracted in the correlations in p+p and d+Au collisions, and a background from v2
is subtracted from the correlations in Au+Au collisions. In panel (a), correlations in p+p and
d+Au collisions have clear back-to-back peaks, while in panel (b) correlations in Au+Au colli-
sions show the disappearance of away side yield. Since near side yield of correlations in Au+Au
collisions are still comparable to that in p+p collisions, the suppression of invariant yield can be
regarded due to the suppression of a sub-leading jet in a QGP medium.
There is a study scanning the path length dependence of high pT two-particle correlations.
The path length is controlled by selecting trigger particles with respect to the second-order
event-plane φs = φt −Ψ2. The path length becomes longer/shorter with the selection of trigger
particles in out-of-plane/in-plane direction. Fig.1.15 presents IAA, ratio of correlation yield in
Au+Au collisions over that in p+p collisions, as a function of φs, the ratio of pi0-charged hadron
correlations with high pT pairs in Au+Au collisions over that in p+p collisions, measured by
the PHENIX Experiment [19]. Contributions from v2 and v4{Ψ2} have been subtracted. While
near-side yields are consistent with the yields in p+p collisions within statistical and systematic
uncertainties independent of Ψ2, away-side yields show the monotonic suppression with increase
of φs i.e. parton path length. This observation is consistent with the trend seen in Fig.1.14.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Per-trigger azimuthal jet yields for the most
in-plane, φs = 0–15◦ (solid circles), and out-of-plane, φs = 75–90◦
(open circles), trigger particle selections in midcentral (20%–60%)
collisions for various partner momenta. Insets show away-side
region on a zoomed scale. Bars indicate statistical uncertainties.
Underlying event modulation systematic uncertainties are represented
by bands through the points while the corresponding normalization
uncertainties are shown as dashed lines around zero. Near- and
away-side jet yield integration windows are indicated with arrows.
this source of systematic uncertainty has little correlation
between the centrality and momentum selections.
For central events the near-side suppression is consistent
with a constant as a function of φs within the statistical
and φs-correlated systematic uncertainties. The values are
also consistent with no suppression when considering the
global scale uncertainty that appears on the trigger particle
orientation averaged IAA. On the away-side, there is significant
suppression in central events, as evidenced by the trigger
particle averaged IAA, but the statistical precision with which
to determine the φs variation is limited.
Midcentral (20%–60%) events, have greater eccentricity
and could be expected to show correspondingly larger trigger
particle orientation dependence due to path-length variation
through the collision zone. The same set of representative
per-trigger azimuthal yields is shown in Fig. 6 for the
midcentral selection. Again, the near-side jets for the most
FIG. 7. (Color online) Nuclear jet suppression factor IAA by
angle with respect to the reaction plane φs for near- and away-side
angular selections, circles and squares, respectively, in midcentral
(20%–60%) collisions for various partner momenta. Bars indicate
statistical uncertainties. The shaded band shows the systematic
uncertainty on the reaction-plane resolution unsmearing correction.
Solid points show trigger particle angle averaged results and the
global scale uncertainty.
in-plane and most out-of-plane trigger particle orientations
are consistent with each other, a direct indication of little
variation with respect to the reaction plane. The mid-"φ are
also in agreement with zero, as before, further demonstrating
that the underlying event flow correlations are well described
by Eqs. (6)–(9). In contrast to the near-side, the away-side
measurements (see insets in Fig. 6) change between the
in-plane and out-of-plane trigger particle orientations with
the latter having consistently smaller yield for all partner
momenta.
The integrated near- and away-side per-trigger jet yields
for midcentral (20%–60%) collisions are shown in Fig. 7.
The near-side jet is essentially flat, with negligible suppres-
sion [IAA(φs) = 1]. The away-side jet yield is increasingly
suppressed with increasing φs . This falling trend results in
only small associated particle yield remaining for out-of-plane
trigger particle orientations.
024904-9
Figure 1.15: Nucle r j t suppression factor IAA of pi0-had on correl tion as a function of trigger
angle with respect to the reaction plane φs for three pT combinations [19].
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Figure 1.16: Pair yield per a trigger of charged hadrons for six centrality selections [17]. The
pT is 2.5<pT<4.0 GeV/c for trigger particles and 1.0<pT<2.5 GeV/c for associate particles.
Intermediate pT pair correlations
The away-side yield of high pT pair correlations is suppressed compared to that in p+p colli-
sions, however the away-side of intermediate pT correlations are rather modified than simply
suppressed. Fig.1.16 shows the two particle correlations at 2.5<ptT<4.0 GeV/c for trigger parti-
cles and 1.0<paT<2.5 GeV/c for associate particles in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN=200 GeV. The
contributions from v2 is subtracted based on the ”Zero Yield At Minimum” (ZYAM) assumption.
The ZYAM assumption requires that the minimum value of flow subtracted correlations becomes
zero.
The away-side correlations have double hump structure from centrality 0% to 60%. The
double hump can be considered due to the parton-medium coupling, since away-side correlation
again show the back-to-back peaks seen in p+p and d+Au collisions and the double-humps
disappear above 60%, where the thickness of QGP medium is thin. The similar trends are also
seen in Cu+Cu collisions at RHIC[20].
Intermediate pT correlations also show a characteristic structure at near side, which is called
“ridge”. The ridge structure is a prominence of near-side correlations in pseudo-rapidity direction
lasting at least up to |∆η| ≥1.5 at RHIC energy. Fig.1.17 shows the ridge structure observed
in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN= 200 GeV by the STAR Experiment[21]. This thesis doesn’t
treat ridge measurements, because the acceptance of the PHENIX experiment in pseudo-rapidity
η : ±0.35 is inadequate for ridge measurements.
Fig. 1.18 shows three-particle correlations in p+p, d+Au, and Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN=
200 GeV in various centrality selections at trigger particle of 3 < pT < 4 GeV/c and two
associated particles of 1 < pT < 2 GeV/c [26]. The backgrounds of v2 and v4{Ψ2} are subtracted.
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FIG. 1. Charged-di-hadron distribution [Eq. (1)] for 2 GeV/c < passoct < passoct . Upper left: central Au + Au, 3 < ptrigt < 4 GeV/c; upper
right: central Au + Au, 4 < ptrigt < 6 GeV/c; lower left: minimum bias d + Au, 3 < ptrigt < 4 GeV/c; lower right: minimum bias d + Au,
4 < ptrigt < 6 GeV/c. Note the different vertical scales, as well as the suppressed zero in the upper panels.
by event mixing. Associated particles have 2 < passoct <
p
trig
t GeV/c for consistency with previous results [5], except
for a new analysis, which directly compares correlations for
different ptrigt (Section VI A), where 2 < passoct < 4 GeV/c
was used.
Figure 1 shows distributions of the associated particle yield
defined in Eq. (1) for central Au + Au events with triggers
3 < ptrigt < 4 and 4 < p
trig
t < 6 GeV/c (upper panels) and for
d + Au events with the same ptrigt selections (lower panels). A
near-side peak centered on (!η,!φ) = (0, 0) is evident in all
panels and is consistent with jet fragmentation. In addition, a
significant enhancement of near-side correlated yield is seen
at large !η for central Au + Au events but not for d + Au
events: the ridge.
In this analysis we examine the shape of the near-side
associated yield distribution in detail via projections on the
!η and !φ axes. We characterize the shapes of both the
ridge and the jet-like peak and study the pt dependence of
the ridge and jet-like yields.
IV. RIDGE SHAPE IN !η
To study the ridge quantitatively, the di-hadron distribution
is projected onto the !η axis in intervals of !φ:
dN
d!η
∣∣∣∣
a,b
≡
∫ b
a
d!φ
d2N
d!φd!η
; (2)
similarly for projection onto !φ:
dN
d!φ
∣∣∣∣
a,b
≡
∫
|!η|∈[a,b]
d!η
d2N
d!φd!η
. (3)
The contribution to the di-hadron distribution of elliptic
flow (v2) in nuclear collisions [3] is estimated via
B!φ[a, b] ≡ b!φ
∫ b
a
d!φ
(
1 + 2〈vtrig2 vassoc2 〉 cos 2!φ), (4)
where the mean uncorrelated level b!φ is fixed by the
assumption of zero correlated yield at the minimum of the
projected distribution, in this case 1.0 < !φ < 1.2 (zero
064912-4
Figure 1.17: Two particle ∆φ-∆η correlations of charged hadrons in Au+Au
√
sNN=200 GeV
collisions [21]. The momentum range is 3< ptrigT <4 GeV/c for trigger particles and 2< p
asso
T <
ptrigT GeV/c for associate particles.
Fig. 1.19 shows the projections of away-side three particle correlations onto diagonal and off-
diagonal directions in d+Au and centrality 12% Au+Au collisions. The remarkable point of
panel (b) of Fig. 1.19 is that both (off-)diagonal correlations have excesses around Σ,∆ = ±1.2.
The structure of correlations seen in both (off-)diagonal directions means that, if a particle exists
at either peak of double-humps, in parallel other particles exist at another peak of double humps.
That is, the shape of away-side correlations is a conical shape.
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Figure 1.18: Per trigger associate yield in (a) pp, (b) d+Au, (c) 80-50% Au+Au, (d) 50-30%
Au+Au, (e) 30-10% Au+Au, and (f) 12% central Au+Au collisions [26]. Statistical errors of
data are around ±0.012 in (a) and ±0.006 in (b) at (∆φ1, ∆φ2)=(pi, pi), and are around ±0.022
(c), ±0.049 (d), ±0.099 (e) and ±0.077 (f). Those values are similar for all (∆φ1, ∆φ2) bins for
panel (c) - (f).
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Figure 1.19: Away-side three-particle correlations projected onto the off-diagonal Σ (circles)
and the diagonal ∆ (squares) directions with slice widths |Σ|< 0.35 and 0<∆<0.35 in (a) d+Au
and (b) 12% central Au+Au collisions.
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Figure 1.20: Schematic idea of Cherenkov Gluon Radiation by a superluminal parton inside a
QGP medium.
1.5 Models for Away-Side Double-Hump Structure
Number of theoretical models and possible explanations from experiments for away-side double-
hump structure have been developed in past years. In this section, we briefly introduce four the-
oretical predictions, Cherenkov Gluon Radiation, Mach-Cone Shock Wave, Energy-Momentum
Loss, and Hot-Spot Models and recent experimental explanation of double-humps by higher-order
flow harmonics.
1.5.1 Cherenkov Gluon Radiation
Theoretical calculation predicts that if a speed of parton is faster than the speed of light in a QGP
at T >> Tc, gluons are radiated from the superluminal parton in the medium in analogous to
Cherenkov photon radiation in a matter as shown in Fig.1.20. A possible behavior of Cherenkov
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to the parton energy loss. Adopting the results obtained for
photon Cherenkov radiation [27] we can estimate this
energy loss by
dE
dx
! 4!"s
Z
n"p0#>1
p0
!
1$ 1
n2"p0#
"
dp0; (4)
where n"p0# ! j ~pj=p0 is the index of reflection. Using the
dispersion relation in our simple model, the typical energy
scale for the soft mode where Cherenkov radiation can
happen is p0 % T. The Cherenkov energy loss is about
dE=dx% 0:1 GeV=fm for T % 300 MeV. This is much
smaller than the normal radiative energy loss induced by
multiple scattering of the energetic partons [9]. As dis-
cussed in Ref. [16], bremsstrahlung, induced by multiple
scattering, of soft gluons with a spacelike dispersion rela-
tion can still lead to Cherenkov-like angular distributions
due to Landau-Pomeranchuck-Migdal interference. Such
Cherenkov-like gluon bremsstrahlung will lead to a similar
emission pattern of soft hadrons as pure Cherenkov radia-
tion. Thus, a distinctive experimental signature of the
Cherenkov-like gluon radiation is the strong momentum
dependence of the emission angle of soft hadrons leading
to the disappearance of a conelike structure for large pT
asssociated hadrons.
In conclusion, we have shown how bound states in the
QGP or more generally additional mass scales give rise to
radiation of Cherenkov gluons off a fast jet traversing the
medium. These Cherenkov gluons lead to a conelike emis-
sion pattern of soft hadrons. The cone angle with respect to
the jet direction exhibits a strong momentum dependence
in contrast to a Mach cone. Pure Cherenkov radiation leads
to energy loss which, however, is too small to account for
the jet suppression observed in RHIC experiments.
Collision-induced Cherenkov-like bremsstrahlung [16]
can explain both the observed energy loss and the emission
pattern of soft hadrons in the direction of quenched jets.
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Figure 1.21: Opening angle [rad] of Cherenkov Gluon Radiation from a superluminal parton
inside a medium as a function of radiated gluon momentum [27].
Gluon Radiation is constructed based on a calculation of the dispersion relation of a gluon, which
interacts with two different massive resonance states in [27]. The parton reduces its energy due
to the radiation of a gluon with a radiation angle θc determined as
cos θc =
c
n(p)vparton
≈ 1
n(p)
, (1.21)
where c is the speed of light, vparton is a speed of a parton, and the n(p) is the index of refraction.
Since the value of c and vparton is similar in GeV energy scale, cos θc is effectively a function of
n(p). The radiation angle θc as a function of a radiated gluon momentum is plotted in Fig.1.21.
The value of θc becomes larger at lower pT , which means a wide distance in the angle is seen
between two away-side double humps, if two-particle correlations are really constructed by gluon
radiation.
1.5.2 Mach-Cone Shock Wave
Here, we introduce a theoretical prediction of behaviors of supersonic partons in a QGP medium.
As we already know that a shock-wave is induced by a supersonic object in a fluid, it is also
expected a supersonic object in a QGP medium also induces a shock-wave as shown in a schematic
idea of Fig.1.22. A cone angle of a shock wave θMach can be characterized using the speed of
sound cs in a QGP and the speed of supersonic parton vpart as performed in [28]
cos θMach = cs/vpart. (1.22)
vpart is almost independent of pT at ultra-relativistic limit, hence the Mach-Cone angle is dom-
inated by the speed of sound in QGP. Th peed of sound can be estima ed by the dispersion
relation E = csp and a gene al expression of speed of sound c2s = ∂p(T )/∂ε(T ), where E is the
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Figure 1.22: Schematic idea of Mach Cone Shock-Wave by a supersonic parton inside a QGP
medium.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Energy deposition
from hard quark at η = 0, y = 0 propagating
into positive x as a function of proper time in
the c.m. frame τ for different initial positions x.
The shape of the energy-loss pattern for gluons
is qualitatively similar but has a larger absolute
normalization.
that lost energy does not appear in the medium immediately,
that causes the curves to rise from zero.
Our further investigation relies now on the assumption
that a fraction f of the energy lost to the medium excites
a collective mode of the medium. Since our framework
makes use of energy-momentum conservation laws, we do
not have to address the important (though unsolved) question
of what mechanism excites such a propagating mode. We
considered the case where colorless sound characterized by
a dispersion relation E = csp is excited by energy fraction f.
The remaining energy fraction (1− f ) in essence heats the
medium and leads to some amount of collective drift along the
jet axis to conserve longitudinal momentum.
We calculate the speed of sound, cs , locally from a
quasiparticle description of the equation of state (EOS) as
fitted to lattice results [21] as c2s = ∂p(T )/∂$(T ). This EOS
shows a significant reduction of cs as one approaches the phase
transition but does not lead to a mixed phase. The dispersion
relation along with the energy and momentum deposition
determines the initial angle of propagation of the shock front
with the jet axis (the “Mach angle”) as φ = arccos cs . We
discretize the time into intervals &τ , calculate the energy
deposited in that time interval E(τ ), and propagate the part
of the shock front remaining in the midrapidity slice (i.e., in
the detector acceptance). Each piece of the front is propagated
with the local speed of sound and the angle of propagation is
continously adjusted as
φ = arccos
∫ τ
τE
cs(τ )dτ
(τ − τE) , (3)
where cs(τ ) is determined by the propagation history. Since
sound propagates in the local rest frame, the shock front ele-
ment is also carried away by the local flow velocity. Schemat-
ical calculations of this effect have already been presented in
Ref. [22]. We illustrate this in Fig. 2 by showing the Mach cone
in the transverse η = 0 plane for a jet traveling in the positive
x direction, originating at x = −6 fm and either y = 0 (i.e.,
going through the fireball center) or y = 3 fm. Both the effect
of the soft point in the EOS narrowing the cone at late times
and the distortion of the cone in position space are clearly
visible. Note that the distortion by flow is sizable in position
space since flow velocities vT < 0.7 are of the same order of
magintude as the speed of sound cs ∼ 0.3–0.5. However, since
the effect of flow is already included in the standard calculation
of mT spectra, the direction of flow of excess momentum
contained in the Mach cone in momentum space is hardly
changed.
Once an element of the wave front reaches the freeze-out
condition T = TF , a hydrodynamical mode cannot propagate
further. We assume that the energy contained in the shock
wave is not used to produce hadrons but rather is converted
into kinetic energy. In the local rest frame, we then have a
matching condition for the dispersion relations
E = csp and E =
√
M2 + p2 −M, (4)
where M = V [p(TF )+ $(TF )] is the “mass” of a volume
element at freeze-out temperature. Once we have calculated
the additional boost a volume element receives from the shock
wave using the matching conditions, we use the Cooper-Frye
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Mach cones excited
by a jet traveling from x = −5 fm in the positive
x direction [with (0,0) the fireball center] for
y = 0 (left panel) and y = 3 fm (right panel).
011901-2Figure 1.23: Mach cones induced by a jet propagating from (x, y) = (5, 0) fm towards the
positive x direction [28].
medium energy, p(T ) is the pressure, and ε(T ) is the energy density if we set speed of light c=1.
These quantities depend on temperature T , therefore θMach is determined by temperature alone.
Fig.1.23 shows a propagation of shock-wave surface in medium varying a time scale τ obtained
by the calculation in [28]. Mach cones induced by a jet propagating from (x, y) = (5, 0) [fm]
towards the positive x direction, where (x, y) = (0, 0) is the center of QGP medium.
Fig.1.24 shows the temperature dependence of cs presented in [29] using Polyakov-Nambu-
Jona-Lasinio (PNJL) model varying chemical potential µ0 with a fixed isospin potential µi = 0.
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The speed of sound in the ideal gas limit is the same
!!!
3
p
for any given temperature and chemical potential. As
shown in Fig. 7 the v2s for different !0 and !I merges
towards the ideal gas value at large temperatures. However,
even above Tc, there is significant increase in v2s for
increase in !0. So for nonzero quark matter density the
speed of sound is higher near Tc and this may have im-
portant contribution to thermalization of the matter created
in relativistic heavy-ion collision experiments. Again there
seems to be negligible isospin dependence of c2s in the
range of temperatures studied. From Fig. 7 we note that in
the PNJL model even with !0 as large as 0:8Tc, the v2s
never reaches a value as large as 0.2 near or below T ! Tc
which was used in [62] to describe the rapidity spectra.
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND SUMMARY
We have extended the PNJL model of Ref. [28] by the
introduction of isospin chemical potential. Using this we
have studied the behavior of strongly interacting matter
with two degenerate quark flavors in the phase space of T,
!0, and!I, for small values of the chemical potentials. We
have extracted 10 coefficients of Taylor expansion of pres-
sure in the two chemical potentials up to sixth order. Some
of these coefficients were compared with available LQCD
data. The quark number susceptibility and isospin suscep-
tibility show order parameterlike behavior. A quantitative
comparison shows that the quark number susceptibility
reaches about 85% of its ideal gas value up to temperature
of about 2Tc, consistent with LQCD results. However, the
isospin susceptibility reaches its ideal gas value by this
temperature. This is in contrast to LQCD results where
both the susceptibilities are almost equal from around
1:2Tc onward. Similarly, the higher order derivatives for
!I approach the ideal gas behavior much faster compared
to those for !0. In contrast, though both the QNS and INS
in LQCD deviate from their ideal gas values, the higher
order derivatives reach their ideal gas limit quickly. The
values of the mixed derivatives in the PNJL model shows a
behavior somewhat in between. On the lattice however, the
mixed derivatives are almost zero (i.e., the ideal gas value)
above Tc.
Thus some of the coefficients in the PNJL model differ
from the LQCD data and one could hold the mean-field
analysis responsible for this departure. But if this argument
were true then the higher order derivatives obtained in the
PNJL model should depart from the LQCD data more than
the lower order coefficients, which is not the case. Against
this expectation, we have found a very nice pattern in the
PNJL results which can be understood in terms of the
behavior of the Polyakov loop. The dependence of the
Polyakov loop and its conjugate on temperature and the
chemical potentials is extremely important. For !I ! 0
they have different values when !0 is varied. This makes
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Figure 1.24: Squared speed of sound c2s as a function of relative temperature T/Tc at µ0 = 0,
µ0 = 0.5Tc, and µ0 = 0.5Tc [29].
The speed of sound rapidly increases above T/Tc > 1 and it saturates around T = 2Tc.
1.5.3 Energy-Momentum Loss Model
The Cherenkov Gluon Radiation and Mach-Cone Models are the scenario where the direction of
jet propagation is unch nged and radiated gluon or shock wave creates away-side double hump.
Here we can also consider a model in which a jet itself is deflected inside a QGP medium due
to energy and(or) momentum loss and interaction with flowing medium. A schematic idea is
presented in Fig.1.25.
A theoretical calculation of jet deflection is p esent d in [30] based on ideal (3+1) hydro-
dynamics calculation using additional term Sν in the conservation equations of the energy-
momentum tensor as
∂µT
µν = Sν , (1.23)
where Sν denotes the tensor of the energy and momentum loss by a jet. The function form is
given as
Sν(t, ~x) =
1
(
√
2piσ)3
exp
[
− [~x− ~xjet(t)]
2
2σ2
](
dE
dt
,
dM
dt
, 0, 0
)[
T (t, ~x)
Tmax
]3
, (1.24)
where Gaussian term ind cate the path of a jet traversing, the vector indicates the energy-
momentum loss rate as a function of time, and the last term indicates the temperature depen-
dence. Tmax = 200 MeV is assumed in Au+Au collisions. This equation is validated as long
as T > Tcut (Tcut = 130 MeV), since jet deflection can not occur outside the medium where
temperature is less than 130 MeV. The fluid is converted to particles using Cooper-Frye freeze-
out and two-particle correlations are constructed using obtained particles. Fig.1.26 shows the
two-particle correlations of trigger pT=3.5 GeV/c and associate pT at (Left) pT = 2 GeV/c and
(Right) pT = 3 GeV/c. We can find the momentum loss of a parton to medium is a key mechanics
to reconstruct the away-side double humps.
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Figure 1.25: Schematic idea of jet deflection by energy momentum loss and push by flowing
medium.
Figure 1.26: The two-particle correlation obtained by (solid red line): Energy-Momentum loss,
(short-dashed black line): Pure momentum loss, and (long-dashed blue line): Pure energy loss
(scaled by a factor 3.5) for trigger pT=3.5 GeV/c and associate pT (Left) pT = 2 GeV/c and
(Right) pT = 3 GeV/c. Arrows indicate the emission angle by Mach cone calculation [30].
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Figure 1.27: The space-time evolution of medium in NexSPheRIO+hot-spot model at τ =
1.0,3.5, and 8.5[fm] [31].
1.5.4 Hot Spot
The above models consider the situation where a hard-scattered parton exists and propagates
inside a QGP medium, on the other hand the Hot-Spot model suggests a possible forming
mechanism of double-hump structure without a hard-scattered partons. The Hot-Spot model
considers the hydrodynamical evolution of a domain inside a medium which has larger parton
density compared to other region, due to participant fluctuation at initial collision.
In the original calculation of [32], the NeXSPheRIO package is used, which takes the initial
condition from Nexus[33] and the hydrodynamical expansion using SPHERIO[34]. Fig.1.27 shows
the space-time evolution of a medium with a simplified smooth parton density and a hot-spot
generated by the Nexus model, at times τ = 1.0, 3.5, and 8.5 fm [31]. The split of hot-spot into
two directions can be seen. Two-particle correlations calculated by particles obtained by this
model is presented in Fig.1.28, where the representing pedestal is subtracted. One can see that
the splitting between double humps depends on the radius of hot-spot tube.
1.5.5 Contribution of Higher-Order Flow Harmonics
Recent study of ATLAS Experiment at LHC [35] using Pb+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV
revealed that higher-order flow harmonics vn can reconstruct ∆φ correlations in terms of rapidity
gap between trigger and associate particles. Fig.1.29 shows ∆φ correlations with rapidity gap
2< |∆η|<5 plotted with pure flow contributions composed of v2 to v6, where v1 component and
pedestal level is determined by fitting to measured correlations. The measured correlations are
well described by the pure flow contributions.
However, this reconstruction of correlations by the flow harmonics is no wonder. Since flow
harmonics is determined with the event-plane determined at forward rapidity using mid-rapidity
particles. This rapidity gap is equivalent to the rapidity gap between trigger and associate parti-
cles in the two-particle correlations. Moreover since the rapidity gap in correlation measurements
excludes contributions from non-flow, the correlations are more like collective bulk than jet. In
order to diagnose possible parton-medium coupling, it is important to measure correlations with-
out rapidity gap between trigger and associate particles with subtraction of contributions of vn.
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Figure 1.28: Two-particle correlation calculated using particles obtained by NexSPheRIO+hot-
spot model varying the radius of hot-spot tube [31].
Figure 1.29: Two particle correlations with rapidity gap between two particles(2<|∆η|<5) mea-
sured by the ATLAS Experiment (Open Circles) in Pb+Pb
√
sNN=2.76 TeV collisions [35],
compared with pure flow correlations composed of vn shown in Fig.1.10.
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1.6 Motivation of Thesis
The several correlation measurements have revealed the away-side suppression of high pT cor-
relations, double-hump and ridge structures of intermediate pT correlations. The suppression
of high pT correlations can be qualitatively understood as a consequence of parton energy-loss
by the results of Ψ2 dependence of the high pT correlations, in which the path length of parton
propagations in a medium is controlled.
However, the double-hump structure in intermediate pT correlations have not reached a defini-
tive conclusion of the mechanics, despite of several theoretical efforts trying to explain this phe-
nomena. Moreover, recent progress in the measurements of higher-order flow harmonics suggests
the existence of flow background residuals in the previous measured correlations. Hence, the
comparison of the previous experimental data with theoretical models is no longer useful to
discuss physics of the double-hump structures.
This thesis performs measurements of two-particle correlations at RHIC-PHENIX with vn(n =
2, 3, 4) contribution subtracted in low pT to high pT charged hadrons, that provide new experi-
mental data to be compared with theoretical models.
The measurements of two-particle correlations with a trigger selection with respect to the
second Ψ2 and third-order event-planes Ψ3 are also presented in this thesis. The motivation for
Ψ2 dependent correlations is to see a path-length dependence after vn(n = 2, 3, 4) contributions
subtracted. That of Ψ3 dependent correlations is as following. Due to triangular shape of third-
order geometry of media, the partons in near-side and in away-side can sense different path
length, so that possible different results of jet-medium interplays in the second and third-order
geometry of media can be reflected in the event-plane dependent correlations. We expect the
measurements of event-plane dependent correlations provide more detailed references to model
calculations.
Chapter 2
Experimental Apparatus
2.1 Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [36, 37] is a high energy heavy ion collider constructed
at the Brookhaven National Laboratory. The rich capability of RHIC leads to colliding various
nucleus from A=1 to 197 at various collision energy √s(NN) =7.7 to 510 GeV, even including
asymmetric collision systems such as d+Au collisions. The summary of RHIC operations is given
in Tab.2.1.
Figure 2.1: Overview of (Left) RHIC Complex and (Right) Experiments in RHIC [36, 37].
The RHIC consists of two circular-like accelerators sharing a common horizontal plane. The
accelerators also work as a storage of accelerated ions. The lengths of two rings are approximately
3.8 km. The accelerator drives beam to the clockwise direction is called “Blue Ring”, and the
other one to the counter-clockwise direction is called “Yellow Ring”. Existing accelerators used
for previous experiments, such as the Tandem Van de Graff, the Booster, and the Alternating
Gradient Synchrotron (AGS), are components of the RHIC complex: a chain of pre-accelerator
and injector to the RHIC main rings. Fig.2.1 shows the configurations of the RHIC complex and
experimental detectors.
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Table 2.1: RHIC run summary as of Run7
Run year Collision Systems
√
sNN GeV
∫
Ldt Nevent
Run1 2000 Au+Au 130 1 µb−1 10M
Run2 2001-2002 Au+Au 200 24 µb−1 170M
p+p 200 0.15 pb−1 3.7G
Run3 2002-2003 d+Au 200 2.74 nb−1 5.5G
p+p 200 0.35 pb−1 6.6G
Run4 2003-2004 Au+Au 200 241 µb−1 1.5G
Au+Au 62.4 9 µb−1 58M
p+p 200 0.35 pb−1 6.6G
Run5 2004-2005 Cu+Cu 200 3 nb−1 8.6G
Cu+Cu 62.4 0.19 nb−1 0.4G
Cu+Cu 22.5 2.7 µb−1 9M
p+p 200 3.8 pb−1 85G
Run6 2005-2006 p+p 200 10.7 pb−1 230G
p+p 62.4 0.1 pb−1 28G
Run7 2006-2007 Au+Au 200 813 µb−1 50.1G
2.2 Overview of the PHENIX Detector
The PHENIX detector, one of large experiments at RHIC, consists of four instrumented spec-
trometers (arms) and four global detectors [38, 40]. Each arm contains several subsystems. Fig.
2.2 shows the schematic view of the subsystem configurations. Table 2.2 show the summary of
the pseudo-rapidity and azimuthal acceptance, and features of each subsystems employed in this
thesis.
2.3 Central Magnet System
A magnetic field is applied by the central magnet (CM) around the beam interaction vertex
points parallel to the beam direction, for the purpose of determining particle momenta in the
PHENIX central-arm (|η| <0.35, |∆φ|<360◦) by bending particle orbits. The CM system [38]
consists of three spectrometer magnets (shown in Fig.2.2) with warm iron yokes and water-cooled
copper coils. Two pairs of concentric coils: inner and outer coils, excite CM. The acceptance of
CM is shown in Table 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: The configuration of the PHENIX subsystems in Run7(2006-2007) viewed (Top)
along the beam axis and (Bottom) from the perpendicular direction to the beam axis.
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Table 2.2: Summary of the PHENIX detector subsystems used in this thesis.
Component ∆η ∆φ Purpose and Special Feature
Magnet: central (CM) |η| <0.35 360◦ Up to 1.15 T·m
BBC 3.0 < |η| < 3.9 360◦ Start timing, fast vertex
ZDC ±2 mrad 360◦ Minimum bias trigger
DC |η| < 0.35 90◦×2 Good momentum and mass resolution
∆m/m=0.4% at m=1.0 GeV
PC |η| < 0.35 90◦×2 Pattern recognition,
tracking for nonbend direction
RICH |η| < 0.35 90◦×2 Electron identification
PbSc EMCal |η| <0.35 90◦+45◦ Photon and electron detection
PbGl EMCal |η| <0.35 45◦ Good e±/pi± separation p > 2.0 GeV/c
by EM shower and p < 0.35 GeV by TOF
K±/pi± separation up to 1 GeV/c by TOF
RXN 1.0 < |η| < 2.8 360◦ Good resolution for reaction plane
2.4 Global Detectors
There are several global properties in heavy ion collisions: centrality, event-plane direction,
interaction vertex position and timing, and trigger information. These quantities are measured
by the “Global detectors” such as Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZDC), Beam Beam Counter (BBC),
and Reaction Plane detector(RXN) installed since Run-7 (2006-2007) experimental period.
2.4.1 ZDC
Fig.2.3 A) shows the overhead schematic view of the PHENIX interaction region near beam
pipe. The ZDC detectors[44] are installed in the both North and South side of beam interaction
region behind the DX magnets. The locations of ZDCs are approximately 18m away from beam
collision points, which corresponds to |η|>6.
The DX magnets provide the rejection power of charged particles from ZDC hits. Fig.2.3 B)
shows the degree of bending of neutrons, Au ions, and protons from beam pipe by the application
of DX magnet field. The minimum bias trigger is given by the combination of ZDC neutron hits
and BBC hits.
Fig. 2.4 shows the engineering drawing of the ZDC module. One ZDC module is the sampling
layer composed of Tungsten plates and optical fiber ribbons. The Cherenkov lights from neutrons
are transferred to a PMT via those optical fibers.
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BBC 
Figure 2.3: (A) The installation location of north and south ZDC in a view along the beam
axis. The distance from beam collision point to both ZDC is approximately 18 meters. (B)
The schematic indication of the degree of deflections for neutrons, protons, and Au ions by DX
magnet [44].
Figure 2.4: Engineering drawing of a ZDC module. The units of numbers in figure are milli-
meters [44].
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2.4.2 BBC
The Beam-Beam Counter (BBC) [39] consists of two modules installed in the north and south
side along beam axis. The coverage of north and south BBCs is pseudo-rapidity 3<|η|<3.9, which
is 144 cm away from the center of interaction point, with full azimuthal acceptance surrounding
the beam pipe.
Figure 2.5: (Left) One BBC module consists of 64 sub channels. (Right) Single constituent
BBC counter built up of one-inch mesh dynode photomultiplier tubes equipped with a 3 cm
quartz radiator.
The intent of BBC is to provide following information in physics experimental operations as
• hit information for the Local Level-1 trigger in PHENIX (Sec.3.1 ),
• collision time and the vertex point of beams in beam axis coordinate,
• centrality determination (Sec.3.2) and the event-plane azimuthal angle (Sec.3.3, also by
RXN in this thesis).
For the physics purpose above, BBC satisfies the following requirements;
• being capable of working over 1 to 30 MIP regions corresponding to p+p to most-central
Au + Au collisions,
• being durable for very high-level radiation due to the location of BBC near the collision
point surrounding the beam pipe,
• being able to work under high magnetic field (∼3 kG) due to the central magnet installed
near BBC.
Each BBC module contains 64 one-inch diameter mesh-dynode photomultiplier tubes (Hama-
matsu R6178). Each PMT has 3 cm thick quarts on the head of the PMT as a Cherenkov
radiator.
Fig.2.5 shows (Left) a BBC module composed of 64 BBC elements and (Right) a single
BBC counter. The estimated number of charged particles per BBC element is approximately 15
particles for a central Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN=200 GeV. Laser signals are used for calibrations
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of individual BBC elements and the signals are also used for Time-of-Flight and Electromagnetic
Calorimeter calibrations.
The collision time T0 and vertex position in beam axis coordinate zvtx are reconstructed
from the arrival time of leading charged particles for BBCN and BBCS. The systematic shifts
caused by the time walk of the discriminator and time offset are adjusted for each individual
BBC element.
Writing the corrected average timing of each BBC TBBCN and TBBCS and the speed of light
c, then we can obtain T0 and zvertex given as
T0 = (TBBCN + TBBCS)/2, (2.1)
zvtx = c · (TBBCN − TBBCS)/2. (2.2)
The typical resolution of BBC is 40 ps for timing, and is 0.6 cm for vertex position.
2.4.3 RXN
The measurements of azimuthal anisotropy v2 of various particle species at RHIC provided
great information of properties of QCD hot and dense medium. For the measurements of more
rare particles such as high pT particles, heavy flavor electrons, and heavy hadrons, excellent
event-plane resolutions are crucial for accurate measurements. The Reaction Plane Detector
(RXN) had been installed since Run7 to Run10 experimental period. The BBC was used for
event-plane determination before Run7 in PHENIX, and its resolution < cos 2(Ψobs2 −Ψreal2 ) >
is approximately 0.4 in minimum bias Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN= 200 GeV. The event-plane
resolution of RXN is approximately 0.7, which corresponds to the improvement of the effective
statistics in v2 measurements about a factor of (0.7/0.4)2∼3.5.
The RXN has two sectors in north and south side of interaction region along beam pipe.
Each RXN consisted of 24 plastic scintillators and a PMT for each scintillator. The thickness
of a scintillator is 2 cm and it is located at 38<|z|< 40 cm from center of the beam interaction
region. The coverage of RXN is full azimuthal angle and pseudo-rapidity of 1.5<|η|<2.8 for outer
rings and 1.0<|η|<1.5 for inner rings. Fig. 2.6 shows the front view of the RXN detector and
precise size of its elements.
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Figure 2.6: (Top figures) Front view of the RXN detector and its inner and outer segments and
(Bottom figures) Overhead view of the inner and outer segments [40].
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2.5 Central Arm Detectors
The PHENIX detector has a tracking and particle identification system at mid-rapidity |η|<0.35
called “central arm” or “CNT”. The central arm is divided into east and west arms. The coverage
of each arm is pi/2 in azimuthal angle and pseudo-rapidity |η|<0.35 as shown in the Fig.2.2.
Mainly, Drift Chamber (DC) and Pad Chambers (PC) are used for charged particle tracking
in order to determine particle momenta and spatial informations. Secondarily, Electromagnetic
Calorimeter designed for photon measurements and particle identification is also used as an
additional tracking detector. Time Expansion Chamber has not been used for any data analysis
since the installation. The schematic configuration of these detectors can be seen in Fig.2.7 (a)
and (b).
Figure 2.7: (a) The installation overview of the pad chamber, drift chamber, and time expansion
chamber, and (b) the configurations of all detectors in east arm [41].
The DC provides transverse momenta pT with a high resolution ∆pT /pT∼0.5% and informa-
tion of most inner hit for track matching in the outer subsystems.
Two PC layers PC1 and PC3 are used for providing three dimensional positions of charged
particle track hits which have straight trajectories outside the CM field. PC1 is also used to
determine the three-dimensional momentum vector by giving polar angle θ of charged particle
tracks at the exit of the DC.
The power of particle identification is given by Ring Imaging Cherenkov counter (RICH),
Time-Of-Flight (TOF), Aerogel Cherenkov Counter (ACC or AGEL), Lead Scintillator Electro-
magnetic Calorimeter (PbSc), and Lead Glass Electromagnetic Calorimeter (PbGl). An excellent
separation of electrons from hadrons is provided by RICH over a wide momentum range 0.2<p<
5.0 GeV/c or higher momentum. The pi, K, and p separation is provided by TOF detectors up
to 3.0 GeV/c for pi/K separation and up to 4.0 GeV/c for K/p in the east arm, those separation
can be extended up to around 6 GeV/c using the information of number of Cherenkov photons
counted in ACC in the west arm. The both PbSc and PbGl provide information of energy and
spatial position of photon and electron clusters, and positions of charged particle hits as a sec-
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ondary tracking detector. The schematic configuration of these detectors can be again seen in
Fig.2.7 (b).
In the following sections, we introduce details of the PHENIX central arm spectrometers
focusing on the subsystems that are used in this analysis: DC, PC, PbSc, and PbGl. More
details of the PHENIX detector have been reported in [44, 45, 46].
2.5.1 Drift Chamber(DC)
The DC module is installed in a titanium frame at the most inner layer of the both east and
west arms of the central arm: 2.02 to 2.46 m away from beam vertex in the radius direction, pi/2
in the azimuthal direction, and 180 cm along the beam axis. The strength of residual magnetic
filed is at most 0.6 kG in DC.
Figure 2.8: A sketch of DC frame configurations.
The configurations of DC frame with other subsystems in the central arm is shown in Fig.2.7.
The sketch of the detailed DC frame and the stacking way of the sectors are shown in Fig.2.8.
The shape of DC module is cylindrical and mirror-like symmetric between East and West side.
The DC is composed of 20 sectors in each arms. Every sector contains six types of modules
labeled X1, U1, V1, X2, U2, and V2, and each module contains four anode and four cathode
wire nets. An anode net consists of anode wires and different types of those: two channel + one
guard + one field as well as four termination wires, while cathode nets consist of only cathode
wires.
There are 12 anode wires in an anode net of X-module and 4 anode wires in an anode net
of U and V-modules. Wires in X-modules run in the parallel direction to the beam axis, wires
in U and V-modules run inclining ±5◦ from the beam axis to reconstruct full three-dimensional
track information. Fig. 2.9 shows the mutual configurations of the X and U, V wire nets.
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Figure 2.9: A sketch of the stereo wire orientations from (Left) overhead view and (Right)
diagonal view.
2.5.2 Pad Chamber(PC)
The PC [42] is a multi-wire proportional chamber composed of three layers. The three layers of
PC are termed as PC1, PC2, and PC3 from most inner to outer. The distance from the beam
interaction point to each layer is 2.5 m for PC1, 4.2 m for PC2, and 4.9 m for PC3. The role of
PC complex is to determine hit points of tracks along straight-orbit trajectories, since magnetic
filed of central magnet is enough attenuated at (R<2.4m). The z position of tracks at the exit of
DC determined by PC1 is crucial for determining 3-dimensional momentum vector of a particle.
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(sense) wires, respectively so that there are 40 drift cells in the DC located at different
radii. The sense wires (anode) are also electrically isolated in the middle by a low mass
kapton strip. The number of readout channels is, therefore, doubled, about 3200 × 2 =
6400 channels, for each arm. It is necessary to reduce the track density on a signle wire
and perform reliable pattern recognition for the largest track multiplicities at RHIC.
2.5.2 The Pad Chamber (PC)
The Pad Chambers (PC) [35] are multi-wire proportional chambers. The three layers of
Pad Chambers are located at the radial distance of 2.5 m (PC1), 4.2 m (PC2), and 4.9 m
(PC3) from the interaction region as shown in Fig. 2.6. The PC system determines space
points along th straight line particle trajectories since the PCs are located well outside
the magne ic field (R > 2.4 m). The P s are the only non-projective det ctors in the
central ar tracking system, and thus are critical elements of the pattern recognition.
PC1 is also essntial for determining the 3-dimentional momentum vector by providing
the z coordinate at the exit of the DC.
Figure 2.9: Vertical cut through a pad chamber.
Each detector contains a single plane of wires inside a gas volume bounded by two
cathode planes as shown in Fig. 2.9. One cathode is finely segmented into an array
of pixels. The charge induced on a number of pixels when a charged particle starts an
avalanche on an anode wire, is read out through specially designed readout electronics.
The design of pixels is driven by the need for good position resolution in the z-
coordinate and a low occupancy even in the high track multiplicities. The design goal
for the position resolution was 4 mm so that an anode wire spacing of about 8 mm was
motivated. Finally, for a geometrical reasons, a spacing of 8.4 mm was chosen. A cell
area of 8.4 × 8.4 mm2 was adopted since a square cell geometry was desired.
Figure 2.10: Vertical cut of a pad chamber.
Each Pad Chamber is composed of wires in a single plane bounded by two cathodes inside a
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gas vessel as shown in Fig. 2.10.
Cathode in a gas vessels is divided into a fine array of pixels. A charged particle going
thorough a chamber makes electron avalanches on an anode wire, and the induced charges are
read out by the readout electronics.
The pixels are engineered to achieve enough resolution in the z-coordinate and a small oc-
cupancy for good tracking qualities in high multiplicity events. The required position resolution
was 4 mm and the computed space of an anode to achieve the requirements is 8 mm. Finally,
the anode space of 8.4 mm was adopted since a square cell geometry was favored.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.11: The layer and pixel layouts of the PHENIX pad chamber [42].
We require the electron avalanches are sensed by three pad layers in order to have a robust
particle hits and exclude the electric and other noise sources. For this purpose, a cell contains
three layers inside is introduced. Figure 2.11 gives a schematic idea of the cell definition. The
square shown in (a) indicates the required size of a cell and three layers must exists inside a cell
as shown in (b). By dividing each layers to pixels and distributing them as shown in (c), we
can have three pixels inside a cell and an avalanche can be now caught by three neighboring and
independent pixels.
Since this pixel configuration needs a large amount of electronic readouts, we have connected
9 pixels together into a single preamplifier and discriminator as shown in (d) in order to reduce
construction costs. This technique does not reduce the position resolution, because the cell is
still unique triplets of pixels from different connected pad layers, so that the spatial information
of charged tracks are conserved. The performance of PC are summarized in the Table 2.4 [42].
Table 2.3: Summary of PC performance
Chamber Wire distance z resolution perp. resolution radiation thickness
(mm) (mm) (mm)
PC1 8.4 1.7 2.5 1.2 %
PC2 13.6 3.1 3.9 2.4 %
PC3 16.0 3.6 4.6 2.4 %
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2.5.3 Lead-Scintillator Calorimeter (PbSc)
The Lead-Scintillator Calorimeter (PbSc) is installed for measurement of photon and electron
clusters, however in this thesis PbSc and Lead-Glass Calorimeter (PbGL) are used as the most
outer tracking detectors to ensure the quality of charged particle tracking.
The PbSc is a shashlik type sampling calorimeter consisting of 15552 individual towers in
total. Single tower comprises 66 sampling cells assembled by alternating tiles of lead and scintil-
lators. These cells are connected by 36 optical fibers to transfer lights to phototubes behind the
towers. Four mechanical-bonded towers form a module. Fig. 2.12 shows a decomposed view of a
PbSc module. A PbSc super-module is composed of 36 modules bonded together and covered by
welded stainless steel skins, and a sector is built up from 18 super-modules. Details of the design
and construction methods of PbSc modules have been reported in [48]. The nominal energy
resolution is 8.1%/
√
E(GeV)±2.1%.
Figure 2.12: Interior structure of a Lead-Scintillator calorimeter module. A tower contains
alternating tiles of scintillator and lead plates. Wavelength shifting fiber readout and leaky fiber
are inserted into towers through the holes [47].
2.5.4 Lead-Glass Calorimeter (PbGl)
The PbGl is also used as a supporting tracking detector in this thesis. The PbGl consists of 9216
modules based on a technique previously used by the WA98 experiment [49] at CERN. Each
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PbGl sector is composed of 192 super-modules and each super-module consists of 24 modules.
A decomposed schematic drawing of PbGl super-module is shown in Figure 2.13. Each super-
module is equipped with a gain monitoring system using a set of 3 LEDs which can be sensed
by all 24 modules of a PbGl super-module. A photo diode with a preamp is attached to all the
super-modules of PbGl to monitor the absolute yield of lights from the LEDs.
photodiode with
preamplifier
reflective cover
LED board
lead glass matrix with
carbon fibre/epoxy
steel plates
mirror foil
photomultiplier
with housing
Figure 2.13: Decomposed view of a Lead-Glass calorimeter super-module. Single module is a
read out using FEU-84 photomultiplier.
Chapter 3
Data Analysis
This chapter details three large parts of this analysis, (i) Determination of global variables as
primary vertex, centrality and event-planes and the reconstruction of charged particles, (ii) Mea-
surements of higher-order flow harmonics, and (iii) Measurements of two-particle correlations.
3.1 Event Selections
In this thesis, we analyzed approximately 4.4 billion “Minimum Bias Trigger” events in Au+Au
collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV obtained by the RHIC-PHENIX Experiment in 2007. The
Minimum Bias Trigger, the criteria of data acquisition, requires at least two coincident hits in
both BBC South and North, at least one coincident forward neutron hit in both ZDC South and
North, and a primary vertex position along with beam axis |zvertex|<38 cm in the BBC Local
level-1. The trigger condition is summarized in Tab.3.1.
Table 3.1: Requirements of Minimum Bias Trigger
BBC ZDC BBCLL1
South≥2∩North≥2 South≥1∩North≥1 |z-vertex|<38 cm
The data reduction zvertex<30 cm is also required in addition to Minimum Bias Trigger in
oﬄine analyses to reduce potential backgrounds. The condition is determined by considering the
bunch length of beam and the detector acceptances. The efficiency of Minimum Bias Trigger
for Au+Au collisions has been evaluated employing HIJING event generator system[51] in the
BBCLL1 logic, and its value is 92.3% ±0.4%(stat.) ±1.6%(syst.) [52] when zvertex<30 cm is
taken into account.
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3.2 Centrality
The centrality is the degree of overlap of two colliding nuclei in heavy ion collisions. This value
is determined by means of total charge sum of BBC. The number of events vs total charge sum
of BBC is divided into each centrality percentile to contain same number of events as shown
in Fig.3.1. In the PHENIX experiment, centrality can be determined from 0 to 93%. The
small/large centrality indicates most central/peripheral collisions.
BBC charge sum
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500
1
10
210
310
0 - 10 %10 - 20 %
20 - 30 %
30 - 40 %
Centrality determination (Run7)
Figure 3.1: The number of events vs BBC charge sum and centrality division of the PHENIX
Run7 experimental period.
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3.3 Higher-Order Event Planes and Flow Harmonics
In this section, the ideas of higher-order event-planes originating from the fluctuations of initial
participant density i.e. parton density and the Fourier expansion of azimuthal particle distri-
bution with respect to each harmonic event-plane is introduced. Methods of determination of
event-planes and its resolution as well as higher-order flow measurements are also introduced in
this section.
Due to the periodic boundary condition, azimuthal distributions of emitted particles dN/dφ
can be naturally described by Fourier number series to meet 2pi period as
dN
dφ
=
x0
2pi
+
1
pi
∑
n=1
{xn cos (nφ) + yn sin (nφ)} (3.1)
=
x0
2pi
{
1 + 2
∑
n=1
{
xn
x0
cos (nφ) +
yn
x0
sin (nφ)
}}
.
The Fourier coefficient xn and yn can be determined by integrating dNdφ cos (nφ) and
dN
dφ sin (nφ)
for each order due to the orthonormality of the sin/cos functions. These integrations can be
substituted by the simple summations of all particles detected in the events as
xn =
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
dN
dφ
cos (nφ) =
M∑
i
wi cos (nφi) ≡ Qx, (3.2)
yn =
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
dN
dφ
sin (nφ) =
M∑
i
wi sin (nφi) ≡ Qy, (3.3)
where i denotes the index for all the particles up to the multiplicity M of the event, φi is the
azimuthal angle of i-th particle and wi is the weight to that (pT , multiplicity, etc.). The wi is
necessary in order to minimize the dispersion in determining the event-plane, i.e. to maximize
event-plane resolutions. A vector, Q=(Qx, Qy) called “Q(flow) vector”, is used for event-plane
determination in experimental analyses. The detail will be given in later section.
If we define the azimuthal angle φ with respect to event-planes, dN/dφ can be rewritten only
with even functions as
dN
dφ
=
x0
2pi
{
1 + 2
∑
n=1
{
xn
x0
cos (nφ) +
yn
x0
sin (nφ)
}}
(3.4)
=
x0
2pi
{
1 + 2
∑
n=1
{vn cos (n[φ−Ψn])}
}
, (3.5)
where Ψrealn is the real n-th order event-plane and vn is the amplitude of azimuthal anisotropy
in each harmonics. These two quantities are defined as
Ψn =
1
n
tan−1 (yn/xn), 0 ≤ Ψn ≤ 2pi/n (3.6)
vn =
√
x2n + y2n
x0
, x0 =M 〈w〉 . (3.7)
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If we again follow this discussion in the experimental situations, the measured azimuthal
distribution of particles rm(φ) can be written as
rm(φ) =
x0
2pi
{
1 + 2
∑
n=1
{
xn
x0
cos (nφ) +
yn
x0
sin (nφ)
}}
(3.8)
=
x0
2pi
{
1 + 2
∑
n=1
{
vobsn cos (nφ) + v
obs
n sin (nφ)
}}
(3.9)
=
x0
2pi
{
1 + 2
∑
n=1
{
vobsn cos (n[φ−Ψobsn )
}}
. (3.10)
The azimuthal angle of event-planes Ψobsn is experimentally determined using Q-vector in an
event-by-event basis. Since the azimuthal angle of the experimental event-plane Ψobsn has different
value from that of real plane Ψrealn , Ψ
obs
n can be expressed as a sum of the real plane Ψ
real
n and the
difference from real plane ∆Ψn as Ψobsn =Ψ
real
n +∆Ψn. By accumulating enough number of events,
the relation between the measured azimuthal anisotropy vobsn and real azimuthal anisotropy vn
can be given as
vobsn =
〈
cos (n[φ−Ψobsn ])
〉
(3.11)
=
〈
cos (n[φ−Ψn]− n[Ψobsn −Ψn])
〉
(3.12)
= 〈cos (n[φ−Ψn]) · cos (n∆Ψn)〉+ 〈sin (n[φ−Ψn]) · sin (n∆Ψn)〉 (3.13)
= 〈cos (n[φ−Ψn])〉 〈cos (n∆Ψn)〉 (3.14)
= vn 〈cos (n∆Ψn)〉 (3.15)
vn =
vobsn
〈cos (n∆Ψn)〉 , (3.16)
with assumptions that φ−Ψn and ∆Ψn are independent and sin terms vanish due to a symmetric
geometry with respect to Ψn in heavy ion collisions. These assumptions can be applied to a
collision system which has enough multiplicity. The denominator of Eq.(3.16) 〈cos (n∆Ψn)〉
means the experimental resolution of event-plane determination.
3.3.1 Event-Plane Determination
Since the direction of impact parameter between two colliding nuclei in heavy ion collisions
cannot be controlled by tuning the beam, the azimuthal distributions of event-planes should be
flat. The direction of event-planes have to be reconstructed in an event-by-event basis. For this
purpose, we used the BBC and RXN detectors in this analysis. The BBC sits on 3.0<|η|<3.9
and has 64 PMTs in each side of North and South arms. The charge deposited in each PMT
is used as a weight of event-plane determination. The RXN is located at 1.0<|η|<2.8 and has
24 PMTs in each side. The weight of RXN is adc value of each PMT. The event-planes are
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reconstructed by measuring the Q-vector, which is introduced in previous section, as
Qobsx =
∑
i
wi cos(nφPMTi ), (3.17)
Qobsy =
∑
i
wi sin(nφPMTi ), (3.18)
Ψobsn =
1
n
tan−1
(
Qobsy
Qobsx
)
. (3.19)
where, i is an index running over the number of PMTs in each detectors, φPMTi is the azimuthal
angle of i-th PMT of the detector and wi is the weight of it. This calculation is done in a
segment-by-segment basis of detectors.
In usual case, the azimuthal distribution of reconstructed event-plane is not flat due to the
beam condition, imperfect acceptance and some dead channels. The non-flatness of the event-
plane is shown by the black data points in Fig.(3.2). A two-step calibration is applied for the
purpose of correcting the azimuthal distribution of event-planes; the detail will be given in the
next sections.
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Figure 3.2: (Black) Raw higher-order event-planes, (Red) Higher-order event-planes after re-
centering of Q-vector, and (Blue) Higher-order event-planes after re-centering of Q-vector and
Fourier flattening (see text).
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Re-centering Calibration
The definition of first step “Re-centering calibration” is given as
Qrecx =
Qobsx −
〈
Qobsx
〉
σx
, (3.20)
Qrecy =
Qobsy −
〈
Qobsy
〉
σy
, (3.21)
Ψrecn =
1
n
tan−1
(
QRecy
QRecx
)
. (3.22)
where
〈
Qobsx,y
〉
are the mean of Qobsx and Q
obs
y , σx,y are the width of them. Since the Q
obs
x,y is the
projection of event-plane to each axis, the width of those should be basically same between x
and y axes, also the mean should be 0. The correction of these component in this procedure
largely recovers the flatness of event-plane azimuthal angle as shown by the red data points in
Fig(3.2). The small residual from perfect flatness is corrected in the second calibration step.
Flattening Calibration
If we define the small residual from perfect flatness ∆Ψn, the flat event-plane ΨFouriern can be
written as
nΨFouriern ≡ nΨrecn + n∆Ψn. (3.23)
n∆Ψn can be generalized by Fourier number series as
n∆Ψn ≡
∑
k=1
[Ak cos knΨrecn +Bk sin knΨ
rec
n ]. (3.24)
The coefficients in Fourier series Ak and Bk can be determined by tuning the average of cos/sin
term of nΨFouriern in k-th order becomes 0, i.e. the isotropic distribution of azimuthal angle of
the event-plane. If ∆Ψn is enough small, coefficients of cos term can be determined as
〈
cos knΨFouriern
〉
= 〈cos (knΨrecn + kn∆Ψn)〉 (3.25)
= 〈cos knΨrecn cos kn∆Ψn〉 − 〈sin (knΨrecn ) sin (kn∆Ψn)〉
' 〈cos knΨrecn 〉 − 〈sin knΨrecn · (kn∆Ψn)〉 (3.26)
= 〈cos knΨrecn 〉 − kBk
〈
sin2 (knΨrecn )
〉
(3.27)
= 〈cos knΨrecn 〉 − kBk/2
(〈
sin2 (knΨrecn )
〉
= 1/2
)
(3.28)
= 0 (3.29)
Bk =
2
k
〈cos knΨrecn 〉 . (3.30)
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For sin terms, by following a similar calculation we obtain〈
sin knΨFouriern
〉
= 〈sin (knΨrecn + kn∆Ψn)〉 (3.31)
= 〈sin knΨrecn cos kn∆Ψn〉 − 〈cos (knΨrecn ) sin (kn∆Ψn)〉 (3.32)
' 〈sin knΨrecn 〉+ 〈cos knΨrecn · (kn∆Ψn)〉 (3.33)
= 〈sin knΨrecn 〉+ kAk
〈
cos2 (knΨrecn )
〉
(3.34)
= 〈sin knΨrecn 〉+ kAk/2
(〈
cos2 (knΨrecn )
〉
= 1/2
)
(3.35)
= 0 (3.36)
Ak = −2
k
〈sin knΨrecn 〉 . (3.37)
The fully corrected event-plane distributions ΨFouriern are shown by the blue data points in
Fig(3.2).
3.3.2 Event-Plane Resolutions
The event-plane measured by the experimental method is fluctuating with respect to the real
event-plane due to the emission of finite number of particles in heavy ion collisions. We estimate
the event-plane resolutions under the following assumptions with simplifying the situation of
heavy ion collisions.
• Particles emitted in different rapidity range are uncorrelated each other.
• The number of particles in the experimental acceptance is large enough (N1).
• The amplitude of flow does not fluctuate event by event in each centrality.
With these assumptions, the analytical formula of the distributions of measured event-planes
(with the corrections, simply denoted Ψobsn from here) with respect to real event-planes in each
order is given by [53] as
dN eve
d[kn(Ψobsn −Ψrealn )]
=
1
pi
e−χ
2
n/2
[
1 + z
√
pi[1 + erf(z)]ez
2
]
, (3.38)
where z = χn cos kn(Ψobsn −Ψrealn ) and erf(z) denotes the error function. The resolution of
event-planes in each order is also formulated in [54] as〈
cos [kn(Ψobsn −Ψrealn )]
〉
=
√
pi
2
√
2
χne
−χ2n/4
[
I(k−1)/2
(
χ2n
4
)
+ I(k+1)/2
(
χ2n
4
)]
. (3.39)
The BBC and RXN detectors have the North and South hodoscopes in the both arms of
positive and negative pseudo-rapidity ranges. The both hodoscopes are located at the same
rapidity region in each arm, that results in an equal multiplicity in both arms. Therefore, the
event-plane resolution using each arm can be obtained via measuring the relative azimuthal angle
of event-planes between North-South arms as√
〈cos [kn(ΨNn −ΨSn)]〉 =
√
〈cos [kn(ΨNn −Ψrealn )]〉 〈cos [kn(ΨSn −Ψrealn )]〉 (3.40)
=
〈
cos [kn(ΨN,Sn −Ψrealn )]
〉
. (3.41)
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The χs,nn of the south and north arms can be determined by substituting
〈
cos [kn(ΨN,Sn −Ψrealn )]
〉
to Eq.(3.39). Thus, the event-plane resolution combining the both south and north hodoscopes
can be obtained by re-input the χS+Nn =
√
2χs,nn to Eq.(3.39), which is determined by the relation
of multiplicity in each arm i.e. N s+n=2N s,n.
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Figure 3.3: Resolutions in second to fourth order event-planes, measured with various RXN
module combinations and north and south BBC.
Figure 3.3 shows the event-plane resolution as a function of centrality with different combi-
nations of RXN inner (1.0 < |η| < 1.5) and outer(1.5 < |η| < 2.8) ring for different combination
of south north arms, and the resolution of BBC using all PMTs in both south and north arms.
It is worth pointing out that while second and forth order resolution of Ψ2 is prominent around
centrality 20-40 %, the Ψ3,4 resolutions monotonically reduce except BBC in Ψ4 resolution. This
could be driven from a property of initial collision geometry differing in Ψ2 and higher event-
planes, detailed measurements of event-plane correlation even among different orders would help
better understanding on these aspects of heavy ion collisions.
3.4 Track Selections
Before the selection of tracks with various cuts in order to be qualified as a charged particle
in physics analysis, in first, all tracks are required to meet the following conditions, that are
numbered “31” or “63” of DC track quality:
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• hits on X1 and X2 wire of DC,
• unique hit on UV wire of PC1,
• (unique) hit in PC1.
In addition to this track selection on DC and PC1, the intersection point of track in z-coordinate
|zed| < 75 cm is also applied. Tracks reconstructed on DC and PC1, passed the cut conditions
on DC, are further projected to outer direction i.e. PC3 and EMC detectors. The φ − z and
φ − r (r:radius) surfaces of the detectors around the intersection point of the projected tracks
are scanned to list candidates of the charged particle hits. The closest hit to the intersection
point of the projected track is selected as the his associated with the track. The distribution
of distance between track intersection and the associated hit in the both φ and z directions
can be approximated by Gaussian. The tracks within a 2σ window of Gaussian distribution on
PC3 and EMC are adopted for the analysis. Tracks, that have one or more photons detected
in RICH detector, are not treated as charged hadrons and thrown away. Since those photons
are obtained by electrons radiating Cherenkov photons inside the RICH. The cut conditions of
charged particles tracked in the central arm are summarized in Tab. 3.2.
Table 3.2: Cut parameters of central arm charged hadron tracks in Au+Au 200GeV.
Track Selection
DC Track Quality 31 or 63
DC zed 75 cm
pT cut pT >0.2GeV/c
PC3 Matching Cut
√
σ2φ + σ
2
z<2.0
EMC Matching Cut
√
σ2φ + σ
2
z<2.0
RICH number of photons n0<1
3.5 Two Particle Correlations
The property of jet-like correlations and jet-medium coupling could be diagnosed by two-particle
spatial correlations defined by the ratio of a two-particle probability distribution over the product
of single particle probability distributions as
C(∆φ,∆η) =
P (φt, φa, ηt, ηa)
P (φt, ηt)P (φa, ηa)
, (3.42)
where φt,a and ηt,a are the azimuthal angles and pseudo-rapidities of trigger and associate parti-
cles, ∆φ=φa−φt and ∆η=ηa−ηt are the relative position between trigger and associate particles.
In real experimental situations, the correlation function is measured as the ratio of pair
distributions, normalized by total number of pairs selected in real and mixed events as
C(∆φ,∆η) =
1R
d∆φd∆η d2Nreal/d∆φdη
d2Nreal/d∆φd∆η
1R
d∆φd∆η d2Nmixed/d∆φdη
d2Nmixed/d∆φd∆η
. (3.43)
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Table 3.3: The event classification for event mixing technique in measurements of two-particle
correlations.
Event class binning
Centrality 10 bins in 100%
zvertex 10 bins in |zvertex|<30 cm
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Figure 3.4: ∆φ-∆z correlations in (Left) PC1 and (Right) PC3 after pair selection in PC1.
The pair distributions in real (same) events correspond to two-particle probability distribution,
since those pairs in real event preserve physical correlations. The pair distributions selected from
mixed (different) events correspond to the products of single probability distributions, since
contrastively those pairs in mixed events have no physical correlations.
This kind of event mixing also corrects the effect of limited acceptance of the PHENIX detec-
tor, because the pairs in the both real and mixed events are affected by the limited acceptance,
when the events that have similar event properties such as centrality, vertex positions and so on.
Table3.3 shows the event class of the event-mixing technique employed in this analysis.
Correlation functions are still biased by the limited tracking resolution of detectors. Particles
having hit points close to each other in a detector can be accidentally counted as one particle, or
in contrast a particle can be accidentally counted as multiple particles. Fig.3.4 shows the ∆φ-∆z
correlations on PC1 and PC3 measured in a same method analogous to Eq.(3.43) using the event
mixing method, where ∆z is a relative position in z direction [cm] and ∆φ is a relative azimuth
[rad] between two-particles on PC1 and PC3. Thus, values of correlations should stay around 1
if we assume an ideal detector.
The vacant areas around ∆φ = 0 and ∆z = 0 in both left and right panels in Fig.3.4 are
inefficient or over-efficient regions of detectors in counting particles. Those areas are excluded
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Figure 3.5: Schematic concept of trigger particle selection with respect to the second and third
order event-planes. φTrig is an azimuthal angle of trigger particle, φAsso is an azimuth angle of
associate particle. ∆φ=φTrig−φAsso is a relative angle between particles and φs=φTrig−Ψn is a
relative angle from the event-planes.
by the following ellipsoidal shape cut:√
(∆φPC1/0.04)
2 + (∆zPC1/90)
2 < 1, (3.44)√
(∆φPC1/0.08)
2 + (∆zPC1/8.0)
2 < 1, (3.45)√
(∆φPC3/0.07)
2 + (∆zPC3/25)
2 < 1. (3.46)
The cuts on PC1 have been applied before the correlation in the right figure of Fig.3.4 is calcu-
lated.
3.5.1 Trigger and Associate Selections in Two-Particle Correlations
Two-particle correlations reflect various aspects of space-time evolution of heavy ion collisions by
selecting pT range of trigger and associate particles with a subtraction of flow backgrounds. While
correlations of high pT particles give us information of energy loss mechanism of hard-scattered
partons inside a QGP[55], correlations of low to intermediate pT particles provide information to
discuss a possible behavior of deposited energy as a consequence of a coupling between hot-dense
medium and hard-scattered partons.
Correlation measurements of inclusive trigger particles, i.e. without trigger selection with
respect to event-planes, give us information of averaged parton behavior inside a medium. In
addition, correlation measurements with a trigger selection with respect to the second-order
event-plane can control the parton path length inside a medium due to its ellipsoidal shape as
shown in Fig. 3.5, which leads to a discussion of path length dependence of a parton behavior. It
is also interesting to select trigger particles with respect to the third-order event-plane, because
the partons in near-side and in away-side can sense different path length due to triangular shape
of third-order geometry of media. We expect possible different results of jet-medium interplay
in the second and third-order geometry of media can be reflected in the event-plane dependent
correlations.
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Table 3.4: pT selections of inclusive trigger two-particle correlations.
Trigger pT [GeV/c] Associate pT [GeV/c]
4.0 - 10.0 4.0 - 10.0
4.0 - 10.0 2.0 - 4.0
4.0 - 10.0 1.0 - 2.0
4.0 - 10.0 0.5 - 1.0
2.0 - 4.0 2.0 - 4.0
2.0 - 4.0 1.0 - 2.0
2.0 - 4.0 0.5 - 1.0
1.0 - 2.0 1.0 - 2.0
1.0 - 2.0 0.5 - 1.0
Table 3.5: Selection of trigger azimuthal angle relative to second-order and third-order event
planes.
Order φ-Ψn[rad] Number of bins
n=2 [−pi/2, pi/2] 8 bins
n=3 [−pi/3, pi/3] 8 bins
Selected pT ranges of correlations with inclusive triggers are tabulated in Tab. 3.4.
The pT selections of the Ψ2 and Ψ3 dependent correlations are pT : 2-4x1-2, 2-4x2-4, and
4-10x2-4 GeV/c. The trigger direction with respect to Ψ2 and Ψ3 is divided into 8 bins as
tabulated in Tab.3.5.
3.5.2 Flow Backgrounds in Correlations
In two-particle correlation measurements using real experimental data, it is quite difficult to
distinguish an origin of detected particles. Consequently, measured correlations contain particles
originating from hard scattering and collective bulk expansions, therefore contributions from
bulk expansion in correlations have to be estimated to see possible effects from jets. This section
presents the (i) Analytical formula of flow background in the inclusive trigger correlations and
(ii) Monte Carlo simulations of flow backgrounds in the correlations with a trigger selection with
respect to event-planes. The estimations of background levels are also detailed in this section.
Analytical Formula
With an assumption that space-time evolution of hot and dense medium contains only soft-
collective expansion, the distribution of relative angle between trigger and associate particles
dNta
d∆φ can be described by an integral using a product of single particle azimuthal distributions
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(Eq.(3.10)) for trigger and associate particles as
dN ta
d∆φ
=
∫ 2pi
0
dφt
dN t
dφt
dNa
dφa
(3.47)
∝
∫
dφt
{
1 + 2
∑
k=1
vtk cos k(φ
t −Ψk)
}{
1 + 2
∑
l=1
val cos l(φ
a −Ψl)
}
, (3.48)
whereN ta is the number of pairs, N t andNa are the numbers of trigger and associate particles, φt
and φa are the azimuthal angles of trigger and associate particles, and ∆φ = φa−φt. Substituing
φa = φt +∆φ in the integral, we can write the integral as follows
dN ta
d∆φ
∝
∫
dφt
{
1 + 2
∑
k=1
vtk cos k(φ
t −Ψk)
}{
1 + 2
∑
l=1
val cos l(φ
t +∆φ−Ψl)
}
(3.49)
=
∫
dφt
{
1 + 2
∑
k=1
vtk cos k(φ
t −Ψk) + 2
∑
l=1
val cos l(φ
t +∆φ−Ψl) (3.50)
+ 4
∑
k=1
∑
l=1
vtkv
a
l cos k(φ
t −Ψk) cos l(φt +∆φ−Ψl)
}
(3.51)
=
∫
dφt
{
1 + 2
∑
k=1
vtk cos k(φ
t −Ψk) + 2
∑
l=1
val cos l(φ
t +∆φ−Ψl)
+ 2
∑
k=1
∑
l=1
vkl v
a
l cos {(k + l)φt − kΨk − lΨl + l∆φ}
+ 2
∑
k=1
∑
l=1
vkl v
a
l cos {(k − l)φt − kΨk + lΨl − l∆φ}
}
, (3.52)
here the formula of trigonometric functions cosα cosβ = {cos (α+ β) + cos (α− β)} /2 is used for
simplifying the equation. Considering the relation in the integral of cosine function
∫
dφ cosnφ =
0, the second, third, and forth terms in the right side disappear. The fifth term in the right side
survives at k = l. Thus the analytical formula becomes
dN ta
d∆φ
∝
∫
dφt
{
1 + 2
∑
k=1
vtkv
a
k cos k∆φ
}
(3.53)
= b0
{
1 + 2
∑
k=1
vtkv
a
k cos k∆φ
}
, (3.54)
where b0 is the total background level of this pure flow background, which is determined by the
ZYAM assumption detailed in the later section.
Monte Carlo Simulations
While pure flow backgrounds of the inclusive trigger selections relative to event-plane have a
simple analytical formula, those with a trigger selection relative to second-order event-plane
are presented in a very tangled shape [56]. Currently, the analytical formula is not a trivial
problem to solve in more complicated situations e.g. if the left and right sides of trigger direction
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Figure 3.6: χ parameters tuned to reconstruct event-plane resolutions.
relative to the second-order plane are distinguished. Moreover if trigger is selected with respect
to the third-order event-plane, all the relations among different order event-planes have to be
considered.
Assuming measured vn with event-plane method to be from purely collective flow, we can
estimate the pure flow backgrounds by running a Monte Carlo simulation with the experimental
resolution of event-planes, and the strength of Ψ2−Ψ4 correlation. The single hadron azimuthal
distribution by pure collective flow can be described by a superposition of vn(n = 2, 3, 4) as
dN
dφ
= 1 + 2v2 cos 2(φ−Ψ2) + 2v3 cos 3(φ−Ψ3) + 2v4 cos 4(φ−Ψ4), (3.55)
where φ denotes the azimuthal direction of an emitted hadrons, Ψn is a true n th-order event-
plane [−pi/n, pi/n].
For Ψ2 and Ψ3, they are generated randomly in this simulation with an assumption that Ψ2
and Ψ3 are uncorrelated. The experimental event-plane is obtained by adding a dispersion term
∆Ψn to Ψrealn as Ψ
obs
n = Ψ
real
n + ∆Ψn in this simulations. The parameter χ of Eq.(3.39) as a
function of centrality, tuned to reproduce the event-plane resolutions, is shown in Fig.3.6. Then
the tuned χ parameter is put into Eq.(3.38) to determine the distribution of relative angle ∆Ψn
between Ψobsn and Ψ
real
n as shown in Fig.3.7 for Ψ2 dependent case varying χ as explanatory. In
this event-plane oriented correlation measurements, we used the event-planes and its resolution
determined by all the segments of RXN detector.
The direction of Ψ4 is generated with a consideration of the correlation between Ψ2 and Ψ4
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Figure 3.7: Probability distribution vs Ψobsn −Ψrealn at n = 2 varying the value of χ.
defined by < cos 4(Ψ4 −Ψ2) >, which is determined by the ratio of v4{Ψ2} and v4{Ψ4} as
v4{Ψ2} = 〈cos 4 [(φ−Ψ4) + (Ψ4 −Ψ2)]〉
= 〈cos 4(φ−Ψ4)〉 〈cos 4(Ψ4 −Ψ2)〉
= v4{Ψ4} 〈cos 4(Ψ4 −Ψ2)〉 ,
then we have
〈cos 4(Ψ4 −Ψ2)〉 = v4{Ψ2}/v4{Ψ4}. (3.56)
The strength of correlation < cos 4(Ψ4 −Ψ2) > is again converted into the χ42 parameter
with a modified formula based on Eq.(3.39) as〈
cos [4(Ψreal4 −Ψreal2 )]
〉
=
√
pi
2
√
2
χ42e
−χ242/4
[
I0
(
χ242
4
)
+ I1
(
χ242
4
)]
. (3.57)
The χ42 as a function of centrality is shown in Fig.3.8, that are tuned to reproduce a ratio
by Eq.(3.56) at pT 2-4, 1-2 GeV/c. The average of the χ42 at two different pT is also plotted
in Fig.3.8. Black dashed curves indicate the systematic uncertainties from v4{Ψ4} and v4{Ψ2},
and grey band indicates the systematics only from v4{Ψ2}. We only consider the systematic
uncertainties of v4{Ψ2} on that of χ42. Because that of v4{Ψ4} will be taken into account as
systematics of input vn amplitudes. We use the averaged χ42 value between pT :2-4 and 1-2 GeV/c
for event-plane dependent correlations of pT :2-4x1-2, 2-4x2-4, and 4-10x2-4 GeV/c, because vn
i.e. 〈cos 4(Ψ4 −Ψ2)〉 = v4{Ψ2}/v4{Ψ4} would contain the auto-correlation by jets at high pT .
We introduced a dispersion term ∆Ψ42 between Ψ2 and Ψ4, as done in Ψn case, using an
analytical formula defined by Eq.(3.38) at n = 4. The direction Ψtrue4 is reconstructed as Ψ
true
4 =
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Figure 3.8: χ42 parameters tuned to reconstruct 〈cos 4(Ψ4 −Ψ2)〉 = v4{Ψ2}/v4{Ψ4} at pT
(Blue) 1-2 GeV/c, (Red) 2-4 GeV/c, and (Black) its average.
Table 3.6: Summary of Pure Flow Simulations.
Variables Simulation inputs
vn measured higher-order flow harmonics
Ψn resolution Resolution Fig.3.3 reconstructed by Eq.(3.38)
〈cos 4(Ψ4 −Ψ2)〉 v4{Ψ2}/v4{Ψ4} reconstructed by Eq.(3.38)
〈cos 6(Ψ3 −Ψ2)〉 〈cos 6(Ψ3 −Ψ2)〉 = 0
φt−Ψn [-pi/n,pi/n] 8 bins
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Ψtrue2 + ∆Ψ42, and the direction Ψ
obs
4 is reconstructed as Ψ
obs
4 = Ψ
true
2 + ∆Ψ42 + ∆Ψ4. The
quantities taken into account in this simulations is summarized in Tab3.6.
The results of experimental correlations and pure flow simulation are presented in Fig.3.9 and
3.10, where pure flow distributions are scaled by the ZYAM method introduced in the following
section. Since experimental data includes the contributions from back-to-back jets they have
enhance at ∆φ = 0 and pi compared to pure flow distribution, however pure flow distributions
succeeded to reconstruct the experimental correlations shape except such region.
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Figure 3.9: Experimental two-particle correlations and pure flow distributions by the Monte
Carlo Simulation with respect to Ψ2 in various centrality selections.
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Figure 3.10: Experimental two-particle correlations and pure flow distributions by the Monte
Carlo Simulation with respect to Ψ3 in various centrality selections.
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Figure 3.11: Experimental two-particle correlations C2, fitting to experimental data, and pure
flow distribution scaled by the ZYAM assumption at centrality 20-30% at ptT ⊗paT = 2−4⊗1−2
GeV/c.
3.5.3 Flow Contribution Subtractions
The ZYAM assumption is employed in the determination of background levels b0 in the back-
ground subtractions as formulated in
j(∆φ) = C(∆φ)− b0
[
1 +
4∑
n=2
2vtnv
a
n cos (n∆φ)
]
, (3.58)
where j(∆φ) is a flow subtracted two-particle correlations. The ZYAN assumption requires
that the minimum value in a correlations to be 0 after the flow background subtractions. To
prevent the statistical fluctuation of measured correlations affecting the determination of ZYAM
levels, we applied a Fourier fitting to measured experimental data, then the background levels
are determined by the fitting results and pure flow distributions as Fig.3.11 shows the example
in Au+Au 20-30% at pT : 2-4x1-2 GeV/c. Usually, the b0 value depends on centrality, pT ranges
of trigger and associate particles. For event-plane dependent correlations, we also used a single
background level determined by the inclusive trigger correlations.
3.5.4 Pair Yield per Trigger Particle
The flow subtracted two-particle correlations are normalized into pair yield per trigger particle
(PTY) defined as
1
N t
dN ta
d∆φ
=
1
2piε
N ta
N t
j(∆φ), (3.59)
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Figure 3.12: Invariant yield of charged hadrons (Solid) with full acceptance and tracking effi-
ciency correction [50] and (Open) without corrections measured in this analysis.
where N t is a number of trigger particles, N ta is a number of pairs, and j(∆φ) is a flow subtracted
two-particle correlations introduced in Eq.(3.58), and ε is a tracking efficiency of particle at an
associate pT range. The tracking efficiency of trigger particles are canceled out by the ratio of
N ta/N t, thus only the efficiency of associate particle has to be corrected.
The tracking efficiency as functions of centrality and pT is determined by taking ratio of the
invariant cross sections σcorr. with effects by acceptance and detector fully corrected[50], over
those σuncor. in this analysis where such kind of effects are not corrected. The invariant yields
are fitted by this formula as a function of pT in each centrality bins at pT :0.5-5.0 GeV/c
F (pT ) = c0 ∗
(
c1
c1 + pT
)c2
, (3.60)
where c0, c1, and c2 are free parameters. The pT range covers the average pT of particles at 4-10
GeV/c. The ratios of those invariant yields are calculated via the ratio of fitting functions at the
mean of each pT ranges. The results are tabulated in Tab.3.7.
3.5.5 Unfolding of Trigger Smearing Effect by Iteration Method
Pair yield per trigger with respect to event-plane is smeared by neighboring trigger bins due
to limited experimental resolution of event-planes. The smearing effect has to be unfolded to
discuss the real event-plane dependence of correlations.
We unfold this effect using the raw per trigger yield and estimated trigger smearing effects
in an iterative calculation. The detail is given below.
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Table 3.7: Tracking Efficiency of Charged Hadrons
Efficiency Summary
pT [GeV/c]
2.0σ matching 2.5σ matching
Centrality 0.5 - 1.0 1.0 - 2.0 2.0 - 4.0 4.0 - 10 0.5 - 1.0 1.0 - 2.0 2.0 - 4.0 4.0 - 10
0-10% 0.0909 0.0982 0.1038 0.1465 0.1174 0.1262 0.1324 0.1991
10-20% 0.0958 0.1185 0.1328 0.1453 0.1224 0.1507 0.1678 0.1896
20-30% 0.1162 0.1305 0.1420 0.1870 0.1480 0.1664 0.1766 0.2374
30-40% 0.1171 0.1469 0.1616 0.1712 0.1473 0.1828 0.2032 0.2163
40-50% 0.1320 0.1523 0.1672 0.2110 0.1661 0.1909 0.2088 0.2650
Writing per trigger yield as a function of trigger direction φs = φt −Ψn and azimuthal angle
∆φ = φa − φt as Y (φs,∆φ), we introduce a constant offset O = 1 to the per trigger yield
as A(φs,∆φ) = Y (φs,∆φ) + O to prevent treating small value around 0 to avoid divergence
of calculations in the unfolding. Such a care is necessary, because Y is the value where flow
contribution is subtracted in ZYAM assumption. The φs is divided into 8 bins, those width are
pi/8 [rad] in Ψ2 dependent correlations and pi/12 [rad] in Ψ3 dependent correlations. The ∆φ
is divided into 24 bins. Since in this procedure we use matrix calculations, we re-write φs as
i = 0,−, 7 and ∆φ as k = 0,−, 23 as indexes of φs and ∆φ for simplicity. We summarize A(i, k)
into a vector A(k) at a given k as
A(k) =

A(0, k)
A(1, k)
A(2, k)
A(3, k)
A(4, k)
A(5, k)
A(6, k)
A(7, k)

, (3.61)
The event-plane resolution is converted to a parameter χ and the distribution of the difference
between real event-plane Ψrealn and measured event-plane Ψ
obs
n can be estimated by Eq.(3.38)
using the calculated χ as done in the pure flow Monte Carlo simulation. The angle between
Ψrealn and Ψ
obs
n can be easily translated into the difference between real and observed trigger
angle from event-plane as Ψrealn − Ψobsn = (φt − Ψrealn ) − (φt − Ψobsn ). Fig.3.13 again shows the
probability distribution vs Ψrealn −Ψobsn = (φt−Ψrealn )−(φt−Ψobsn ). As one can see, the distribution
has a peak with finite width depending on χ.
The degree of the contamination by neighboring trigger bin can be estimated by the proba-
bility distribution and the width of a trigger bin φs. Then we can introduce a smearing matrix
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Figure 3.13: ∆φ-∆z correlations in (Left) PC1 and (Right) PC3 after pair selection in PC1.
S(k) as
S =

s0 s1 s2 s3 s4 s3 s2 s1
s1 s0 s1 s2 s3 s4 s3 s2
s2 s1 s0 s1 s2 s3 s4 s3
s3 s2 s1 s0 s1 s2 s3 s4
s4 s3 s2 s1 s0 s1 s2 s3
s3 s4 s3 s2 s1 s0 s1 s2
s2 s3 s4 s3 s2 s1 s0 s1
s1 s2 s3 s4 s3 s2 s1 s0

, (3.62)
where sn is a contamination from the n trigger bins away from a certain bin, thus
∑
sn = 1.
s0 means the fraction of the true signal in a selected trigger bin. Due to the cyclic boundary
condition in azimuthal direction, we have s5 = s3, s6 = s2, and s7 = s1.
The vector of smeared correlations B(k) can be written as the product of S(k) and A(k) as
B(k) = S(k)A(k). (3.63)
We introduce an effective correction matrix C(k), and its diagonal elements cii is defined by the
ratio of vector elements of original and smeared correlations as
cii = A(i, k)/B(i, k). (3.64)
The off-diagonal elements are defined as cij(i 6= j) = 0 since the trigger smearing effect is
considered only by the smearing matrix in this study.
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Then, we can obtain corrected correlation vector Acor(k) as
Acor(k) = C(k)A(k). (3.65)
However in this method, the start point A(k) are not the real correlation but the experimental
results which have been already smeared once by the experimental resolution. We iterate this
procedure until the correction factor converges.
In the iteration loop, we re-write A, B, S, and C as A(1), B(1), S(1), and C(1) in the first
loop. Then we define those vectors and matrixes in the n th loop as following
A(n)(k) = C(n−1)(k)A(n−1)(k), (3.66)
B(n)(k) = S(k)A(n)(k), (3.67)
and the elements of C(n) become
c
(n)
ii = A
(n)(i, j)/B(n)(i, j), (3.68)
c
(n)
ij(i6=j) = 0. (3.69)
The correction matrix C(n)(k) needs a smoothing among neighboring k indexes i.e. ∆φ bins
before an iteration moves to next loop, because the correction matrix C(n)(k) directly reflects
the statistical fluctuation of per trigger yields. Repeating iteration without smoothing results
in the divergence of fluctuations among ∆φ bins. We introduce following smoothing procedure
using neighboring correction factors in the k direction, with smoothing factor r < 0.5 as
c
(n)
ii (k) = (1− 2r)c(n)ii (k) + rc(n)ii (k − 1) + rc(n)ii (k + 1). (3.70)
The next loop starts by getting A(n+1)(k) = C(n)(k)A(n)(k) using smoothed correction factor.
The iteration is repeated up to n = 300 and A(300) − O is treated as unfolded per trigger yield
in this analysis modulo convergence of each values. The summary of this method is given in
Fig.3.14 and the explanatory example is presented in Fig.3.15.
3.5.6 Unfolding of Trigger Smearing Effect by Fitting Method
Assuming the per trigger yield of associate particles are distributed with respect to event-plane,
we can correct the effect of trigger smearing effect due to limited event-plane resolution in
analogous to the resolution correction in the flow measurements of single particles. The azimuthal
angle of per trigger yields with respect to Ψ2 at a given ∆φ can be written as
dN1+PTY
d(φa −Ψ2) = 1 + Y (φs,∆φ)
= 1 + 2vY2 cos 2(φs +∆φ) + 2v
Y
4 cos 4(φs +∆φ), (3.71)
and similarly with respect to Ψ3 as
dN1+PTY
d(φa −Ψ3) = 1 + Y (φs,∆φ)
= 1 + 2vY3 cos 3(φs +∆φ). (3.72)
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A(1)=Offset(1) + PTY 
A(n)=A(n-1)C(n)
Smeared PTY 
B(n)=SA(n)
Correction Matrix 
C(n)=A(n)/B(n)
Smoothing Correction Matrix 
C(n)=(1-2r)C(n)+rC(n)(k-1) 
+rC(n)(k+1)
A(300)-Offset(1)
A(1)=Offset(1) + PTY, 
Smearing Matrix : S
300 Loops
Figure 3.14: Flow chart of the Iteration Method of Unfolding.
where Y (φs,∆φ) is the per trigger yield before unfolding, φs = φt − Ψ2,3, ∆φ = φa − φt and
vY2,3,4 is a azimuthal anisotropy of per trigger yield. In these distributions, the associate angle
from event-plane is characterized by the sum of φs and ∆φ as φs +∆φ = φa −Ψ2,3.
Applying a Fourier fitting to 1+Y (φs,∆φ) as a function of φs with a phase shift ∆φ, we can
determine the anisotropy parameter vY2,3,4 and can correct the azimuthal distributions using the
vYn corrected by the event-plane resolution as
dN1+PTYcor
d(φa −Ψ2) = 1 + 2v
Y
2 /σ2 cos 2(φs +∆φ) + 2v
Y
4 /σ42 cos 4(φs +∆φ), (3.73)
and
dN1+PTY
d(φa −Ψ3) = 1 + 2v
Y
3 /σ3 cos 3(φs +∆φ). (3.74)
The ratio of the uncorrected and corrected azimuthal distributions of per trigger yields can
be used as a correction coefficient of the per trigger yield with respect to Ψ2 as
1 + Y cor(φs,∆φ) =
1 + 2vY2 cos 2(φs +∆φ)/σ2 + 2v
Y
4 cos 4(φs +∆φ)/σ42
1 + 2vY2 cos 2(φs +∆φ) + 2v
Y
4 cos 4(φs +∆φ)
× (1 + Y raw(φs,∆φ)), (3.75)
Y cor(φs,∆φ) =
1 + 2vY2 cos 2(φs +∆φ)/σ2 + 2v
Y
4 cos 4(φs +∆φ)/σ42
1 + 2vY2 cos 2(φs +∆φ) + 2v
Y
4 cos 4(φs +∆φ)
× (1 + Y raw(φs,∆φ))− 1, (3.76)
and similarly with respect to Ψ3 as
1 + Y cor(φs,∆φ) =
1 + 2vY3 /σ3 cos 3(φ+∆φ)
1 + 2vY3 cos 3(φ+∆φ)
(1 + Y raw(φs,∆φ)), (3.77)
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Figure 3.15: A, B, and the diagonal elements of correction matrix C in two-particle correlations
with respect to Ψ2 at centrality 20-30%.
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Figure 3.16: Measured per trigger yield as a function of φs = φt − Ψ2 in centrality 20-30% at
∆φ = −pi/24. (Black) raw data points. (Blue) Corrected data points. (Black dashed curve)
fitting to raw data. (Blue dashed curve) Corrected curve.
Y cor(φs,∆φ) =
1 + 2vY3 /σ3 cos 3(φ+∆φ)
1 + 2vY3 cos 3(φ+∆φ)
(1 + Y raw(φs,∆φ))− 1. (3.78)
Fig.3.16 shows the unfolding procedure by fitting. The raw 1+Y (φs,∆φ) is fitted by Fourier
series and the resolution corrected curve is calculated. The corrected data points are determined
using the ratio of corrected and uncorrected curves, then unfolded per trigger yields are obtained
by subtracting 1 from the corrected per trigger yield.
3.6 Systematic Uncertainties in Flow Harmonics
The sources of systematic uncertainties of vn measurements considered in this analysis are item-
ized as following,
• Systematic difference of vn depending on RXN segments,
• Effect of matching cut width of central arm track,
• Effect of rapidity dependence, the difference of vn between RXN and BBC event-planes.
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Fig. 3.17 shows the higher-order flow harmonics vn measured by the nine different combina-
tions of RXN segments, that are South-Inner, South-Outer, South-all, North-Inner, North-Outer,
North-all, S+N-Inner, S+N-Outer, and S+N-all. The averaged vn values of these 9 combinations
of RXN segments are used as main data point. The systematic uncertainties in RXN detector
σRXN is defined by the standard deviation of vn as
σRXN =
√√√√ 9∑
i
(vn,i − vavgn )2/9. (3.79)
Fig. 3.18 shows the vn measured with tracks having matching cut 2σ and 2.5σ. The vn with
2σ matching cut is used as main data point. The systematic uncertainties on matching cut σMat
is defined by the absolute value of the difference between these two vn as
σMat =
∣∣v2σn − v2.5σn ∣∣ . (3.80)
Fig. 3.19 shows the vn measured with event planes determined by RXN and BBC. The vn
with RXN event plane is used as main data point. The systematic uncertainties on rapidity gap
between particle and event-plane σRap is defined by the absolute value of the difference between
these two vn as
σRap =
∣∣vRXNn − vBBCn ∣∣ . (3.81)
The total systematic uncertainties are the quadrature sum of these individual systematics as
σall =
√
σ2RXN + σ
2
Mat + σ
2
Rap, (3.82)
the results are shown in Fig.3.20. The percentile ratio of total systematic uncertainties over flow
harmonics σall/vn is presented in Tab.3.8 for four pT selections.
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Figure 3.17: Higher-order flow harmonics vn as a function of pT measured by (Black) various
RXN module combinations, and (Blue) the average of results, and (Blue line) systematics defined
by the standard deviation of the 9 results.
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Figure 3.18: Higher-order flow harmonics vn as a function of pT measured with all RXN modules
in (Blue) 2σ matching width, (Red) 2.5σ matching width, and (Black) difference between 2σ and
2.5σ results.
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Figure 3.19: Higher-order flow harmonics vn as a function of pT measured with in (Blue) RXN,
(Red) BBC, and (Black) difference between RXN and BBC results.
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Figure 3.20: Higher-order flow harmonics vn as a function of pT measured (Blue) in this
analysis with systematics defined by the quadrature sum of systematics in matching cut RXN-
BBC difference, and rms of results using RXNs. (Purple) vn measured by the PHENIX [22].
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Table 3.8: Summary of percentile ratio of vn systematic uncertainties
Centrality % pT GeV/c v2 sys. % v3 sys. % v4 sys. % v4{Ψ2} sys. %
0-10 0.5-1.0 5.449 6.387 24.87 48
1.0-2.0 4.32 4.911 10.1 14.66
2.0-4.0 4.536 4.131 4.412 11.39
4.0-10.0 10.43 6.184 21.67 191.3
10-20 0.5-1.0 3.658 7.992 28.53 12.17
1.0-2.0 2.891 6.431 20.16 12.27
2.0-4.0 2.69 6.163 27.64 13.72
4.0-10.0 3.124 13.62 19.09 32.09
20-30 0.5-1.0 2.811 9.469 35.48 9.633
1.0-2.0 2.485 7.818 28.85 8.422
2.0-4.0 2.391 6.822 28.03 6.577
4.0-10.0 2.98 9.503 32.24 12.21
30-40 0.5-1.0 2.506 12.42 35.81 7.385
1.0-2.0 2.462 9.695 29.88 6.509
2.0-4.0 2.556 9.673 36.75 5.913
4.0-10.0 2.934 14.18 44.32 31.73
40-50 0.5-1.0 2.575 13.8 32.96 6.338
1.0-2.0 2.688 12.06 34.44 6.479
2.0-4.0 3.224 11.7 45.4 10.71
4.0-10.0 7.877 33.53 77.07 29.33
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3.7 Systematic Uncertainties in Two-Particle Correlations
The systematic uncertainties on matching cut and the propagated from vn systematics are con-
sidered in this section for inclusive and event-plane dependent correlations. For study of the
effect of matching cut width, we compare correlations with 2σ tracks and those with 2.5σ tracks.
In addition to these source of systematic uncertainties, for triggered correlations, systematic un-
certainties of strength of Ψ2–Ψ4 correlations is also taken into account before the unfolding of
the trigger smearing effect due to the limited event-plane resolution.
The systematics from vn systematics σvn after flow subtraction is defined by the RMS of per
trigger yield using vn ± 1.0σ(n = 2, 3, 4) with respect to centroid as
σvn =
√∑
k
{|Y vk+(∆φ)− Y (∆φ)|2/6 + |Y vk−(∆φ)− Y (∆φ)|2/6}, (3.83)
where Y vn+(∆φ) is pair yield with flow subtraction using vn+1σ, Y vn−(∆φ) is that using vn−1σ,
and Y vn(∆φ) is that using the centroid of vn.
The systematics from matching cut width σmat after flow subtraction is defined as
σmat = |Y σ=2.5(∆φ)− Y σ=2.0(∆φ)|. (3.84)
The total systematics σall in the inclusive trigger is defined as
σall =
√
σ2vn + σmat. (3.85)
The additional systematics of the amplitude of χ42 in the event-plane dependent correlation
is defined as
σχ42 =
√
|Y χ42+(∆φ)− Y (∆φ)|2/2 + |Y χ42−(∆φ)− Y (∆φ)|2/2. (3.86)
The total systematics of the event-plane dependent correlation is defined as
σall =
√
σ2vn + σ
2
mat + σ2χ42 . (3.87)
For event plane dependent correlations, we tested two unfolding method as mentioned in the
analysis part, i) Iteration method and ii) Fitting method. In each unfolding method, systematic
uncertainties before unfolding are propagated by calculating the unfolded value of upper and
lower boundary of systematics. After unfolding we add the difference between fitting and iteration
σMet = |Y Itr. − Y Fit| method and the difference between the smoothing factor 20% and 30%
σSmo = |Y 2r=0.3 − Y 2r=0.2| of iteration method into total systematics in addition to original
systematic uncertainties propagated by unfolding as a quadrature sum as
σtot =
√{√
σvn2 + σmat2 + σχ422
}2
unfolded
+ σMet2 + σSmo2. (3.88)
The results with 20% smoothing factor is adopted as a main data point.
In this section, only representing explanatory plots are shown in Fig.3.21-3.27. Tab.3.9 sum-
marizes all the items for the estimation of systematic uncertainties in the inclusive and event-
plane dependent correlations in the “Appendix A”.
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Table 3.9: Summary of plots on systematic uncertainties
Figure Trigger Source of Systematic Uncertainty
A.1–A.5 Inclusive Matching cut width :2σ-2.5σ
A.6–A.10 Inclusive Upper and Lower Boundary of vn
A.11–A.16 Ψ2,3 dependent Matching cut width :2σ-2.5σ
A.17–A.46 Ψ2,3 dependent Upper and Lower Boundary of vn
A.47–A.52 Ψ2,3 dependent Amplitude of χ42 from v4{Ψ2}
A.53–A.58 Ψ2,3 dependent Smoothing factor in iterative unfolding
A.59–A.64 Ψ2,3 dependent Difference between in fitting & iterative method
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Figure 3.21: Correlations where contributions of v2, v3 and v4 is subtracted in centrality 20-
30% with (Solid-Black) 2σ matching cut, (Opened-Black) 2.5σ matching, and (Red) difference
of those.
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Figure 3.22: Per trigger pair yield where contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted in centrality
20-30%. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ (green-line) v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other
harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by black lines.
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Figure 3.24: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted using (Black) 2σ matching cut, (Red) 2.5σ matching,
and (Blue) difference of those.
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Figure 3.25: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted using (Blue) centroid χ42 and (Red) ± 1σ χ42. The
systematics are plotted with an offset.
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Figure 3.26: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c where contributions of v2, v3, and v4
is subtracted. Data points show the results of (Blue) 30% and (Red) 20% smoothing factors and
their difference with an offset.
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Figure 3.27: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c where contributions of v2, v3, and
v4 is subtracted. Data points show the results of (Blue) iteration and (Red) fitting method and
their difference with an offset.
Chapter 4
Results
This chapter presents the results of higher-order flow harmonics used for flow background sub-
tractions in the two-particle correlation analysis and the subtracted results of the two-particle
correlations. The higher-order flow harmonics are compared with the PHENIX measurements
[22]. The two-particle correlations taking into account only v2 background are compared with
a previous PHENIX measurement[18] for the purpose of consistency check. Then, we show the
results of inclusive and event-plane dependent correlations.
4.1 Higher-Order Flow Harmonics
Fig.4.1 shows the results of higher-order flow harmonics measured via event-plane method com-
pared with [22]. As this flow measurement in this analysis uses approximately 100 times larger
statistics than that of [22], the statistical uncertainties in Fig.4.1 became much smaller than
that in the previous measurements. However, systematics of v4{Ψ4} in this analysis is larger
than the previous one, since this analysis includes the systematics on the rapidity gap between
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Figure 4.1: Higher-order flow harmonics vn measured by PHENIX [22] and those in this analysis
used as inputs for two-particle correlations.
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mid-rapidity particles and the event-planes, estimated from the difference of vn obtained using
RXN and BBC event-planes.
4.2 Consistency with previous analysis
Two-particle correlation results are compared with the previous PHENIX analysis[18] by applying
the same analysis method of this thesis for the same pT and centrality selections. Since the
previous PHENIX results are only subtracted v2 background (published before vn measurements),
the distributions in this comparison are only the background of v2 subtracted. This comparison
is performed for the purpose of confirming the validity of the new analysis presented in this
thesis. Fig.4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 show the results of the comparisons for different pT selections. All
the results are consistent within the systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 4.2: Two-particle correlated yield per trigger with v2 subtracted for low trigger and
associate pT combinations (the ranges are shown as trigger pT x associate pT in GeV/c) in
centrality 0-20, 20-40 and 40-60%. The blue points show the result of this thesis and red points
represent the previous PHENIX analysis [18].
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Figure 4.3: Two-particle correlated yield per trigger with v2 subtracted for intermediate trigger
and associate pT combinations (the ranges are shown as trigger pT x associate pT in GeV/c) in
centrality 0-20, 20-40 and 40-60%. The blue points show the result of this thesis and red points
represent the previous PHENIX analysis [18].
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Figure 4.4: Two-particle correlated yield per trigger with v2 subtracted for high trigger and
associate pT combinations (the ranges are shown as trigger pT x associate pT in GeV/c) in
centrality 0-20, 20-40 and 40-60%. The blue points show the result of this thesis and red points
represent the previous PHENIX analysis [18].
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Figure 4.5: Two-particle correlated yield per trigger with vn(n = 2, 3, 4) subtracted in (a)-(e)
ptT ⊗ paT = 4-10⊗ 4-10 GeV/c, (f)-(j) ptT ⊗ paT = 4-10⊗ 2-4 GeV/c, (k)-(o) ptT ⊗ paT = 4-10⊗ 1-2
GeV/c, and (p)-(t) ptT ⊗ paT = 4-10⊗ 0.5-1 GeV/c, and in five centrality selections.
4.3 Inclusive Trigger Correlations
The inclusive trigger correlations are measured for trigger pT ranges: 1-2, 2-4, and 4-10 GeV/c,
and associate pT ranges: 0.5-1.0, 1.0-2.0, and 2.0-4.0 GeV/c. The step of centrality selection is
10 %. In the distributions, vn(n = 2, 3, 4) backgrounds are subtracted. The results are presented
in Fig.4.5 for trigger pT : 4-10 GeV/c and in Fig.4.6 for trigger pT<4 GeV/c.
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Figure 4.6: Two-particle correlated yield per trigger with vn(n = 2, 3, 4) subtracted in (a)-(e)
ptT ⊗ paT = 2-4 ⊗ 2-4 GeV/c, (f)-(j) ptT ⊗ paT = 2-4 ⊗ 1-2 GeV/c, (k)-(o) ptT ⊗ paT = 2-4 ⊗ 0.5-1
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4.4 Event-Plane Dependent Correlations
The event-plane dependent correlations of three pT selections: 2-4x1-2, 2-4x2-4, and 4-10x2-4
GeV/c are measured with the vn(n = 2, 3, 4) subtracted in the 10% step selections of centrality.
Fig.4.7 and 4.8 present the Ψ2 and Ψ3 dependent correlations of pT : 2-4x1-2 GeV/c. Fig.4.9
and 4.10 present those of pT : 2-4x2-4 GeV/c. Fig.4.11 and 4.12 present those of pT : 4-10x2-4
GeV/c.
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Figure 4.7: Ψ2 dependent per trigger pair yield in pT :2-4x1-2 GeV/c for five different centralities,
where contributions of vn(n = 2, 3, 4) are subtracted. Resolution correction was applied using
an iteration method.
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Figure 4.8: Ψ3 dependent per trigger pair yield in pT :2-4x1-2 GeV/c for five different centralities,
where contributions of vn(n = 2, 3, 4) are subtracted. Resolution correction was applied using
an iteration method.
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Figure 4.9: Ψ2 dependent per trigger pair yield in pT :2-4x2-4 GeV/c for five different centralities,
where contributions of vn(n = 2, 3, 4) are subtracted. Resolution correction was applied using
an iteration method.
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Figure 4.10: Ψ3 dependent per trigger pair yield in pT :2-4x2-4 GeV/c for five different central-
ities, where contributions of vn(n = 2, 3, 4) are subtracted. Resolution correction was applied
using an iteration method.
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Figure 4.11: Ψ2 dependent per trigger pair yield in pT :4-10x2-4 GeV/c for five different cen-
tralities, where contributions of vn(n = 2, 3, 4) are subtracted. Resolution correction was applied
using an iteration method.
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Figure 4.12: Ψ3 dependent per trigger pair yield in pT :4-10x2-4 GeV/c for five different cen-
tralities, where contributions of vn(n = 2, 3, 4) are subtracted. Resolution correction was applied
using an iteration method.
Chapter 5
Discussions
In this chapter, we discuss interpretations of the inclusive trigger and event-plane dependent
two-particle correlations with vn(n = 2, 3, 4) contributions subtracted. First, the centrality and
pT dependences of inclusive two-particle correlations are discussed, then the experimental results
are compared with some theoretical calculations. Finally, we will give a discussion on the path
length dependence of the correlated yield and shape of event-plane dependent correlations.
5.1 Inclusive Correlations
Fig.5.1 shows the selected results of two-particle correlations in most-central and mid-central
collisions with vn(n = 2, 3, 4) contributions subtracted, for different trigger and associate pT
combinations. In most-central collisions, the correlation yield at away-side (|∆φ − pi| < pi/2) is
almost suppressed independent of the combinations of trigger and associate pT ranges. In mid-
central collisions, the correlations in trigger pT : 4-10 GeV/c show single peaks at away-side, that
become more distinctive approaching to correlations in p+p collisions with increase of associate
particle pT ranges. The overall trend of two-particle correlations with high trigger pT is still
similar to the previous PHENIX measurements [18], where only the contribution of v2 is taken
into account, because the amplitudes of vn background are small due to large ratios of jet-signal
to flow-background in this pT range.
The correlations of trigger pT less than 4 GeV/c have double-peaks at away-side even after
vn(n = 2, 3, 4) subtractions in centrality above 10%. The position of the away-side double-humps
seem to be independent of centrality and pT combinations. The positions of double-humps are
characterized in the next section.
5.1.1 Double-hump position of Inclusive Correlations
We quantify the position of double-hump structures by applying a fitting to the away-side of the
correlations with the following symmetric two Gaussian function as
F (∆φ) = Ae−
(∆φ−pi−D)2
σ2 +Ae−
(∆φ−pi+D)2
σ2 , (5.1)
where A is a common height of two Gaussians, D is a common shift of Gaussians from ∆φ = pi
but in opposite sign, and σ is a common width of the Gaussians. The fitting to the away-side
correlations (pi/2<∆φ<3pi/2) in pT :1-2x1-2 GeV/c is performed as in Fig.5.2.
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Figure 5.1: Two-particle correlated yield per trigger with vn(n = 2, 3, 4) subtracted for (a)-(c)
pT : 4-10x4-10 GeV/c, (d)-(f) pT : 4-10x2-4 GeV/c, (g)-(i) pT : 4-10x1-2 GeV/c, (j)-(l) pT : 2-4x2-
4 GeV/c, and (m)-(o) pT : 2-4x1-2 GeV/c and for most-central and two mid-central centrality
selections.
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The extracted D parameter as a function of associate pT is presented in Fig.5.3 in centrality
above 10%, where double-hump is seen in the two-particle correlations. The double-hump posi-
tion is independent of both trigger and associate pT and centrality, if the systematic uncertainties
are taken into account. The double-hump positions of experimental data appear to be D = pi/4,
which is the phase cos 4∆φ shows a local maximum.
The double-hump position of the experimental data at centrality 10-20% is compared with
four theoretical calculations in Fig.5.4, such as (1) Gluon Cherenkov Radiation, (2) Energy
Momentum Loss and hydrodynamics, (3) Mach-Cone Shock-Wave, and (4) Hot Spot and Hy-
drodynamics. Cherenkov Gluon Radiation model shows opening angle distributions of radiation
rapidly decrease with pT reaching less than 0.2 rad at 1 GeV/c, which is approximately 25% of
experimental data. Energy Momentum Loss and Mach-Cone Models show a pT independence of
double-hump position as the experimental data, but the values are about 20% smaller or larger
than the experimental data. The results of Hot Spot model is about 50% larger than the ex-
perimental data. Since results of model calculations easily change depending on parameters in
each calculation, we do not give any conclusion to them. This data should be an experimental
reference to future theoretical models.
In order to quantify the difference of correlations in between most-central (no double-hump
seen) and mid-central collisions (double-hump seen), the correlations are decomposed with a
Fourier series function over −pi/2 < ∆φ < 3pi/2 up to seventh-order as
J(∆φ) =
7∑
n
Jn cosn∆φ. (5.2)
Fig.5.5 shows Jn as a function of harmonics-order in the two-particle correlations of pT : 2-
4x1-2 GeV/c as an example of intermediate pT correlations. J0 is corresponding to the average of
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Figure 5.5: Harmonic decomposition of two-particle correlated yield per trigger in five different
centralities and in pT : 2-4x1-2 GeV/c, where contributions of vn(n = 2, 3, 4) is subtracted based
on the ZYAM assumption.
correlations yield per ∆φ bin. Comparing Jn in above centrality 10% with those in centrality 0-
10%, J1 and J4 have a strong centrality dependence, while other harmonic amplitudes are almost
independent of centrality. Since J1 cos∆φ is affecting to broaden the away-side distribution, this
factor does not play a significant role on the existence of double-humps. The difference of
J4 corresponds to the away-side double-hump position D [rad] located around pi/4. Therefore,
possibility of creating any double-hump structure by v4 subtraction should be considered further.
Fig.5.6 shows the central value with lower and upper boundaries of the correlations with
vn(n = 2, 3, 4) subtracted for (Green-Band) v4±1σ and (Yellow-Band) v4±2σ, where the values
of v2 and v3 are fixed. The significance of the double-humps is at least 1σ level in terms of v4
systematic uncertainties.
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5.1.2 pT dependence of Correlation Yield
The two-particle correlations are converted into pT spectra in order to discuss the pT dependence
of the integrated correlation yield at near-side(|∆φ| < pi/4) and away-side(|∆φ− pi| < pi/4) with
a definition of
1
paT
dY
d∆pT
=
1
paT
1
(pa,maxT − pa,minT )
∫
d∆φ
1
Ntrig
dN
d∆φ
, (5.3)
where Y denotes the integrated yield and pa,maxT is an upper boundary of associate pT bin and
pa,minT is a lower boundary. Fig.5.7 shows the correlation yield spectra as a function of associate
pT for trigger pT ranges:1-2, 2-4, and 4-10 GeV/c and in five centrality selections.
The spectra become harder with trigger pT in both near and away-side at a same associate pT
range in both near and away side. The change is more significant in away-side than in near-side.
5.1.3 Latest Theoretical Effort in Two-Particle Correlations
After the subtractions of vn(n = 2, 3, 4) contributions, the experimental results of two-particle
correlation functions are more appropriate to discuss the possible physics effects by comparing
with theoretical models. While the models mentioned in the discussion of the double-hump po-
sition are based on simple assumptions, a new model calculation [58] has an attempt to run a
more realistic Monte Carlo simulation to describe general features of two-particle correlations.
The model takes into account the fluctuation of parton energy density at initial collisions, par-
ton cascades after initial collisions to equilibrium, and the collective expansion driven by ideal
event-by-event (3+1)D hydrodynamics calculations [59], including a jet-quenching effect(energy-
momentum loss) as performed in the energy-momentum loss model.
Fig.5.8 presents the short-range per trigger yield across |∆η| < 1 with long-range per trigger
yield across 2 < |∆η| < 4 subtracted for charged hadrons of pT : 2-4x1-2 GeV/c obtained from
the simulations [58] of Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV in 4 different centrality selections
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FIG. 10. (Color online) The short-range (|∆η| < 1 ) yield per trigger with long-range (2 < |∆η| < 4) subtracted for charged
hadrons as a function of ∆φ from (3+1)D ideal hydrodynamic simulations of Au+Au collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV/n with 4
centralities (open diamonds and open circles), compared with HIJING p+p results (dashed histogram) and PHENIX data [28]
(solid diamonds) where v2, v3, v4(Ψ4) contributions are ZYAM subtracted from the short range per-trigger particle yield. The
trigger and associated particles lie in pT range ∈ (2, 4) GeV/c and ∈ (1, 2) GeV/c, respectively. See text for explanation on
scaled hydro results.
mentum ∆pT of interest,
C =
(
∫∆pT dpTd2N/dηdpT )Expt
(
∫ ∆pT dpT d2N/dηdpT )Hydro . (17)
In Table. I, we list these scale factors for Au+Au colli-
sions at
√
s = 200 GeV/n for 4 centralities. The scaled
hydrodynamic results on associated yield per trigger are
plotted in Fig. 10 which are on the average about 30%
below the original hydrodynamic results.
Centrality 0− 10% 10− 20% 20− 30% 30− 40%
C 0.671 0.670 0.645 0.669
TABLE I. The scale factor C which is defined as the ra-
tio between the integrated number of charged hadrons with
pT ∈ (1, 2) GeV/c from PHENIX data and event-by-event
ideal hydrodynamic simulations in Fig. 11.
Long-range subtracted hadron yields per trigger have
also been measured in Au+Au and d+Au collisions by
STAR experiment at RHIC [86, 87] and found to be sim-
ilar. This might not be surprising given recent discovery
of collective behavior such as anisotropic flows and ridge
structures in p+Pb collisions at LHC [69–71] and d+Au
collisions at RHIC [88]. It is therefore important to com-
pare results in A+A and p(d)+A to p+p collisions.
We should note that the subtraction of the long-range
correlation removes contributions from all order har-
monic flows to di-hadron correlation on both near side
(∆φ = 0) and away side (∆φ = pi) as well as the jet con-
tribution on the away-side. Since uncertainties from high
order flow harmonics exist at both short-range |∆η| < 1
and long-range 2 < |∆η| < 4, the long-range subtraction
method should significantly reduce the systematic errors
arising from direct and high harmonic flows as compared
to the ZYAM method where only flow contributions are
subtracted. This is particularly important for our calcu-
lations in this paper since ideal hydrodynamic models are
known to produce larger direct and high order harmonic
flows [65] than experimental data. Inclusion of viscos-
ity will improve the hydrodynamic calculation of high
harmonic flows and it might also influence quantitatively
the long-range subtracted correlations. Long-range sub-
tracted dihadron correlations can also avoid uncertainties
related to the ZYAM method for subtraction of flow con-
tributions [89].
C. Dihadron correlations at LHC
For Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC energy
√
s = 2.760
TeV/n, we also calculate the per trigger charged yield
as a function of ∆η and ∆φ. At such a high colliding
energy, the initial energy density is much higher than at
RHIC. There are also much more mini-jets contributing
to the fluctuation and correlation in the initial conditions
for hydrodynamic studies.
Figure 5.8: Short-range per trigger yield (|∆η| < 1) with long-range per trigger yield(2 <
|∆η| < 4) subtracted for charged hadrons at paT ⊗ paT = 2-4 ⊗ 1-2GeV/c f o the simulations
[58] of Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV in 4 different centrality selection, compared with
vn(n = 2, 3, 4) subtracted correlations by the PHENIX experiment[60].
(0-10%,10-20%,20-30%m and 40-50%). The results are compared with a scaled hydrodynamics
calculation, pure HIJING simulations[51], and previous vn(n = 2, 3, 4) subtracted correl tions by
the PHENIX experiment[60]. The PHENIX results are scaled by 1/0.7 to employ a consistent
definition of the correlation with the model calculations.
In the ”hydro scaled” results in Fig.5.8, the per trigger yiel is scaled by the ratio of inv r ant
yields in associate pT ranges of the experim ntal data over that of the calculation as
C =
(∫ ∆pT dpTd2N/dηdpT)
Expt.(∫ ∆pT dpTd2N/dηdpT)
Hydro
, (5.4)
in order to compare correlations with the same multiplicity between the experimental data and
the simulation.
The away-side correlation yields are qualitatively reproduced by this model. The discrepancy
in near-side is due to the different rapidity ranges between long-range correlations in the simu-
lation (2 < |∆η| < 4) and the rapidity separation between central arm to the forward/backward
RXN detectors at 1.0 < ηEP < 2.8 of PHENIX flow harmonics measurements. The flow sub-
tractions correspond to the subtraction of long-range correlations (0.65 < |∆η| < 3.15) due to
the central arm acceptance |∆η| <0.35. The weak double-hump is seen in most central 0-10%
Au+Au collisi ns in the model calculation, however very wide and single peak is seen in other
centrality ranges.
Developing this approach including physics effects in each phase of heavy ion collisions seems
a right way of future theoretical calculations in der t u derstan the physics in heavy ion
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Figure 5.9: Ψ2 dependent correlations of pT : 2-4x1-2 GeV/c in most-central and mid-central
collisions in the in-plane (−pi/8<φt−Ψ2<0) and out-of-plane (−4pi/8<φt−Ψ2<−3pi/8) direction.
collisions.
5.2 Event-Plane Dependent Correlations
A selected portion of event-plane dependent correlations in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200
GeV of trigger and associate pT : 2-4x1-2 GeV/c are shown in Fig.5.9 for Ψ2 dependence and in
Fig.5.10 for Ψ3 dependence.
For Ψ2 dependent correlations, in mid-central collisions 40-50%, both near and away side
correlation yields become larger in in-plane direction (−pi/8<φt − Ψ2<0) compared to those in
out-of-plane direction (−4pi/8<φt − Ψ2<−3pi/8), which indicates the correlation yield in mid-
central collisions becomes larger with decrease of average medium thickness.
On the other hand, in most-central collisions 0-10%, both near and away side correlation
yields become smaller in in-plane direction (−pi/8<φt − Ψ2<0) compared to those in out-of-
plane direction (−4pi/8<φt −Ψ2<−3pi/8), which indicates the correlation yield in most-central
collisions becomes larger with increase of average medium thickness.
Usually, we expect the correlated yield per trigger increases from out-of-plane to in-plane
direction, where the average thickness decreases, because the penetration probability of hadrons
increases in the parton energy-loss framework. However, the measured yield also increases espe-
cially close to the out-of-plane direction, where the average thickness becomes the largest, which
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Figure 5.10: Ψ3 dependent correlations of pT : 2-4x1-2 GeV/c in most-central and mid-central
collisions in the in-plane (−pi/12<φt − Ψ2<0) and out-of-plane (−4pi/12<φt − Ψ2<−3pi/12)
direction.
cannot be simply interpreted by the suppression of partons controlled by the parton energy-loss.
We need to consider the possible coexistence of re-distribution of the deposited parton energy
in the longer path direction, in parallel with parton energy-loss. We also would like to mention
that the near and away-side peaks of Ψ2 dependent correlations change their positions depending
on the direction of trigger particle with respect to event-planes. The gravity position of near
and away-side peaks as a function of trigger angle from event-planes will be introduced in later
section.
For the Ψ3 dependent correlations, we can not see a clear trigger dependence which can be
observed in Ψ2 dependent correlations.
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5.2.1 Path-length Dependence of Per Trigger Yield
For a quantitative discussion on the path-length dependence of correlation yield, integrated corre-
lated yields at near-side(|∆φ|<pi/4) and away-side(|∆φ−pi|<pi/4) as a function of absolute value
of associate angle relative to event-planes are plotted in Fig.5.11 and 5.12 for Ψ2 dependence,
in Fig.5.13 and 5.14 for Ψ3 dependence, for three different pT combinations: 2-4x1-2, 2-4x2-4
and 4-10x2-4 GeV/c. The most out-of-plane φa−Ψn = −pi/n corresponds to the direction of
the largest path-length and the in-plane direction φa−Ψn = 0 is the direction of the shortest
path-length.
For the Ψ2 dependence, the near-side correlations in pT : 2-4x1-2 GeV/c show enhancements in
out-of-plane in centrality 0-10% more than 1 σ level of the systematics. The yields in both out-of-
plane and in-plane are consistent within systematic uncertainties at 20-40%, and the yield shows
enhancement in in-plane direction above centrality 40% more than 1 σ level of the systematics.
The centrality dependence is similar between the near and away-side. The away-side correlations
show enhancements in out-of-plane in centrality 0-10% more than 1 σ level of the systematics.
The yields in both out-of-plane and in-plane are consistent within systematic uncertainties at
20-30%, and the yield shows enhancement in in-plane direction above centrality 30% more than
1 σ level of the systematics. The mid-central case can be interpreted by the suppression via
parton energy-loss and most-central case can be done as the re-distribution of deposited energy.
In the correlations of pT : 2-4x2-4 and 4-10x2-4 GeV/c, the yields in in-plane and in out-of-plane
are consistent within systematics.
For Ψ3 dependence, we can not see the enhancement of out-of-plane yield of both near
and away-side in most-central collisions 0-10% for pT : 2-4x1-2 GeV/c, where Ψ2 dependent
correlations show the enhancement in out-of-plane direction. The Ψ3 dependence is not seen
in mid-central collisions. For all pT and centrality selections, Ψ3 dependent correlations do not
show Ψ3 dependencies.
The Ψ2 dependence seems to switch between the suppression via parton energy-loss and the
energy re-distribution effects depending on centrality, while the Ψ3 dependence is not seen.
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Figure 5.11: Integrated yield of near-side (|∆φ| < pi/4) as a functions of associate azimuth with
respect to Ψ2 for different pT selections. The dashed curves indicate the results of Fourier fitting
to each data.
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Figure 5.12: Integrated yield of away-side (|∆φ − pi| < pi/4) as functions of associate azimuth
with respect to Ψ2 for different pT selections. The dashed curves indicate the results of Fourier
fitting to each data.
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Figure 5.13: Integrated yield of near-side (|∆φ| < pi/4) as a functions of associate azimuth with
respect to Ψ3 for different pT selections. The dashed curves indicate the results of Fourier fitting
to each data.
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Figure 5.14: Integrated yield of away-side (|∆φ − pi| < pi/4) as functions of associate azimuth
with respect to Ψ3 for different pT selections. The dashed curves indicate the results of Fourier
fitting to each data.
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5.2.2 Azimuthal Anisotropy of Per Trigger Yield
In the definition of per trigger yield 1Nt
dNta
d∆φ , the number of pairs is normalized by the number of
triggers, so that the dimension of par trigger yield is a number of particles. Thus, the azimuthal
anisotropy of per trigger yield can be compared with that of single particles.
The azimuthal anisotropy of correlated associate yield vPTYn is obtained by Fourier fitting to
the yield as a function of associate angle with respect to event-plane:Y intg.(φa−Ψn). We extract
vPTYn of both near and away-side using the following functions: for Ψ2 dependent correlations
F (φa −Ψ2) = a{1 + 2vPTY2 cos 2(φa −Ψ2) + 2vPTY4 cos 4(φa −Ψ2)}, (5.5)
and for Ψ3 dependent correlations
F (φa −Ψ3) = a{1 + 2vPTY3 cos 3(φa −Ψ3)}, (5.6)
where a is the average of the yields. The fitting curves are presented in Fig.5.11-5.14.
Since per trigger yield is normalized by number of triggers, vPTYn is defined by the azimuthal
distribution of associate particle relative to the number of trigger particles, which also have the
azimuthal distribution. Therefore, we need to add the trigger particle vtn cosn(φ
t − φa) to the
extracted vPTYn to obtain correct anisotropy of correlated yield.
Fig.5.15 and 5.16 show the corrected vPTYn compared with charged hadron vn via event-plane
method of this analysis, vn of hydrodynamics calculations with Glauber initial condition and
4piη/s = 0.08, and high pT pi0 v2 of a previous PHENIX measurement[61].
The azimuthal anisotropy of low pT hadron vn is well described by the relativistic hydrody-
namics and the high pT pi0 v2 data is consistent with a calculation based on a parton energy-loss
assumption [63, 64, 65]. Therefore a comparison of azimuthal anisotropy of per trigger yield vPTYn
with other experimental results and theoretical calculations is useful to discuss the behavior of
a parton inside a medium.
First, we would like to point out v2 of hydrodynamics calculation, high pT pi0 v2 described
by parton energy-loss and hadron v2 as superposition of those effects show always positive value.
Hence negative v2 cannot be assembled by the hydrodynamic expansion and the parton energy-
loss.
The both near and away-side vPTY2 of pT 2-4x2-4, and 4-10x2-4 GeV/c are consistent with
zero within systematics or positive depending on centrality selections. The near-side vPTY2 of
pT : 2-4x1-2 GeV/c shows positive value than above 20% and negative value at 0-10%. This
negative v2 cannot be explained by hydrodynamics and parton energy-loss as mentioned above.
This sign flipping of vPTY2 indicates the mechanism of jet-medium coupling varies depending
on centrality. We suggest a re-distribution effect of deposited parton energy inside a medium
as a possible explanation of negative vPTY2 , because the suppression via parton energy-loss can
explain only the positive vPTY2 and the deposited energy increases with the path length especially
in central collisions and in the direction of out-of-plane. The away-side v2 shows a similar trend
in mid-central collisions, except most-central value which is consistent with 0 due to the large
systematic uncertainties. The Ψ2 dependent jet-medium coupling of near and away-side seems
to be similar in mid-central collisions.
The both near and away-side vPTY3 of pT 2-4x2-4, and 4-10x2-4 GeV/c do not have enough
sensitivity to be compared with measured hadron v3 due to large systematics. The near-side
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Figure 5.15: vPTY2 of near and away-side correlation as a function of associate pT for three
pT combinations, (Black) 2-4x1-2, (Red) 2-4x2-4, and (Blue) 4-10x2-4 GeV/c, compared with
(Magenta) hadron v2 via event-plane method of this analysis, (Orange-Line) hydrodynamics
calculations[24], and (Blue-Triangle) high pT pi0 v2[61] .
vPTY3 of pT : 2-4x1-2 GeV/c shows positive value in 20-50% within measured accuracy, and the
measured trend might imply that it becomes slightly larger than the single charged hadron v3 at
most 1 σ level in the most peripheral bin 40-50%. However, the away-side vPTY3 shows negative
value in 20-50%. The negative value is more significant than the systematic uncertainties.
We can also apply the discussion of parton energy re-distribution to explain the away-side
negative vPTY3 . The similarity between near and away-side of v
PTY
2 is not observed in v
PTY
3 ,
and the centrality range where negative vPTYn appears is also different between v
PTY
2 and v
PTY
3 .
We might see a possible different jet-medium interplay in the second and third-order geometry
of media.
5.2.3 Gravity Position of Event-Plane Dependent Correlations
The event-plane dependent correlations change their position of near and away-side peaks, at
least, depending on the trigger azimuthal angle from Ψ2 event-plane, as seen in Fig.5.9. The shift
of near and away-side peak cannot be seen before the correlations are measured selecting trigger
angle with respect to event-planes separating the sign of φt−Ψn, since the information of left/right
asymmetry of correlation is averaged in a measurements without differential trigger selections.
This is another information the event-plane dependent correlations with sign separation can
provide, in addition to the event-plane dependence of correlation yield. We expect this peak
shift, together with correlation yield, also give constraints to future model calculations.
Here, we would like to mention the relation of the away-side peak shift and Mach-Cone Model.
The peak shift of left/right asymmetry does not disfavor the existence of Mach-Cone effect. A
mach-cone shock wave should propagate isotropically in azimuthal direction in a medium which
has an ideal large enough volume, however heavy ion collision creates has a limited volume. If
a super-sonic parton propagate near surface, shock-wave towards surface side cannot develop
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Figure 5.16: vPTY3 of near and away-side correlation as a function of associate pT for three
pT combinations, (Black) 2-4x1-2, (Red) 2-4x2-4, and (Blue) 4-10x2-4 GeV/c, compared with
(Magenta) hadron v3 via event-plane method of this analysis, (Orange-Line) hydrodynamics
calculations[24].
compared to the shock-wave propagating towards the deep inside the medium. Therefore, Mach-
Cone Model does not contradict the observation of left/right asymmetry.
The degree of the shift of near (|∆φ| < pi/3) and away-side (|∆φ−pi| < pi/3) peak is quantified
by the gravity position ALR of correlation yield defined as
ALR =
∫
d∆φ∆φY (∆φ)∫
d∆φY (∆φ)
−
{
0 if near− side
pi if away − side
, (5.7)
where Y (∆φ) is a correlation yield as a weight of ∆φ= φa−φt. The back to back position:∆φ = 0
or ∆φ = pi is subtracted from the average to compare near and away-side peak shift width. The
negative ALR indicates that a peak has a gravity position in the negative direction of ∆φ from
the back-to-back direction i.e. the right side from the back-to-back direction, if we see the back-
to-back direction from the center of a medium. The positive ALR means the opposite direction
of peak position shift. The Ψ3 dependence of ALR is also calculated in this section. The results
of Ψ2 dependence is shown in Fig.5.17 and Ψ3 dependence is shown in Fig.5.18.
The Ψ2 dependence of ALR shows a pT combination dependence, in which the absolute value
of ALR becomes smaller with increase of trigger and associate pT combinations. The near-side
ALR for pT : 2-4x1-2 GeV/c is negative or consistent with 0 independent of trigger angle in most-
central collisions. While the ALR in out-of-plane trigger selections remains always negative in all
centrality, that in in-plane trigger selections gets larger with increase of centrality and becomes
positive above centrality 30%. The ALR of two out-of-plane trigger selections are negative and
that of two in-plane trigger selections are positive in mid-central collisions. A similarity is seen in
away-side peak, the sign flip of ALR depending trigger angle is also seen for pT : 2-4x1-2 GeV/c
in mid-central collisions. Due to large statistical and systematic uncertainties, no conclusion on
the peak shift for pT : 2-4x2-4 and 4-10x2-4 GeV/c can be made. They are currently consistent
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with 0, which indicate no shift of peak.
The Ψ3 dependence of ALR also shows a pT combination dependence, in which the absolute
value of ALR becomes smaller with increase of trigger and associate pT combinations. The values
of near and away-side ALR for pT : 2-4x1-2 GeV/c are always negative and there is no sign change
with increase of centrality unlike Ψ2 dependence. Again due to large statistical and systematic
uncertainties, no conclusion on the away-side peak shift of pT : 2-4x2-4 and 4-10x2-4 GeV/c can
be made. They are currently consistent with 0, which indicate no peak shift.
Fig.5.19 and 5.20 show the per trigger yield in polar coordinate with an offset for pT : 2-4x1-2
GeV/c, where the peak shift is clearly seen. From the Ψ2 dependent correlations in mid-central
collisions, we can find both the near and away-side of in-plane triggered correlations shift to
in-plane direction and those of out-of-plane triggered correlations shift to out-of-plane direction.
This observation corresponds to the positive ALR of in-plane trigger selections in mid-central
collisions, which is consistent with the increase of vPTY2 because the yield in in-plane increases.
On the other hand, in most-central collisions, the near-side peak does not seem to shift to the
in-plane direction, which is consistent with possible negative or zero vPTY2 .
However, the Ψ3 dependent correlations show different trends of peak shifts. The near-
side peak always shifts to out-of-plane direction and the away-side does to in-plane direction,
independent of trigger angle and centrality. This observation can be interpreted that near-side
always shifts to longer path length direction and the away-side does to shorter path length
direction, where the interpretation of this ALR is different from that of vPTY3 . Note that here
we discuss the gravity position of correlations ALR, not the absolute value of yields, so that the
different Ψ3 dependence of near and away-side between correlation yield and ALR does not mean
a contradiction because the suppression via parton energy-loss and energy re-distribution should
coexist. For example Ψ3 dependence of near-side in centrality 40-50%, the correlation yield
appears to be determined by suppression and the gravity position of correlation i.e. correlations
shape seems to be determined by the energy re-distribution. The correlation yield and shape
may show different sensitivity to those two effects in the Ψ3 dependent case.
We can interpret these observations of ALR as following; while the Ψ2 dependence of ALR
in both near and away-side sense same effects: suppression via parton energy-loss or energy
re-distribution effects depending on the trigger angle, Ψ3 dependence of ALR in near-side senses
energy re-distribution effect and that in the away-side does the both suppression in parallel
despite of the same trigger angle. This difference between Ψ2 and Ψ3 dependence of ALR, also
seen in correlation yield i.e. vPTY2 and v
PTY
3 , is the first remarkable observation. The flip of
interpretations of near and away-side between vPTY3 and the Ψ3 dependent ALR is the second
remarkable observations.
We have seen the different behavior of vPTY2 and v
PTY
3 as well as the different peak shifts
ALR with respect to the Ψ2 and Ψ3, through the analysis performed in this thesis. The analysis
results might indicate the different jet-medium interplay in the second and third-order geometry
of media are reflected in the event-plane dependent correlations.
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Figure 5.17: The gravity position of near and away-side per trigger yield, from back-to-back
direction of near-side:∆φ=0 and away-side:∆φ=pi, as a functions of trigger azimuthal angle with
respect to Ψ2.
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Figure 5.18: The gravity position of near and away-side per trigger yield, from back-to-back
direction of near-side:∆φ=0 and away-side:∆φ=pi, as a functions of trigger azimuthal angle with
respect to Ψ3.
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Figure 5.19: The Ψ2 dependent per trigger yield with an offset (blue-circle) for pT : 2-4x1-2
GeV/c in polar coordinate. The magenta lines indicate the direction of event-plane. The green
arrows indicate the direction of the trigger angle and its back-to-back direction.
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Figure 5.20: The Ψ3 dependent per trigger yield with an offset (blue-circle) for pT : 2-4x1-2
GeV/c in polar coordinate. The magenta lines indicate the direction of event-plane. The green
arrows indicate the direction of the trigger angle and its back-to-back direction.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
Two-particle charged hadron correlations in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV have been
measured with the data obtained by the RHIC-PHENIX Experiment in 2007, with a subtraction
of backgrounds from vn(n = 2, 3, 4). The rapidity gap between trigger and associate particles in
this measurement is |∆η| < 0.7.
The representing results of the two-particle correlations at high-pT trigger particles of pT =4-
10 GeV/c are as following:
• suppression of away-side in most-central collisions at 0-10%,
• single-peaked away-side similar to that in p+p collisions at centrality 10-50%.
On the other hand, correlations with intermediate-pT trigger particles of pT < 4 GeV/c show
the following features:
• suppressed or broadened away-side in most-central collisions at 0-10%,
• double-hump structures of away-side at centrality 10-50%.
The significance of latter feature is observed at most 1σ level in terms of the systematics in v4
measurements.
The position of the double-hump structure is estimated by the two Gaussian fitting to away-
side correlations (pi/2<|∆φ − pi|<3pi/2) and compared with four theoretical calculations. The
double-hump position of experimental data above associate at pT=1 GeV/c is approximately
more than 4 times larger than that of Cherenkov-Gluon-Radiation. The pT independence seen in
the experimental data is also seen in Mach-Cone and Energy-Momentum Loss model, and their
opening angle is about 20% larger and smaller than the experimental data, respectively. The
opening angle of Hot-Spot Model is almost 50% larger than the experimental results.
A recent model including initial fluctuation, parton cascade, event-by-event ideal (3+1)D
hydrodynamic expansion, and parton energy-momentum loss in medium also succeeded to explain
the qualitative shape of away-side of the experimental results in pT : 2-4x1-2 GeV/c. The success
of this model is an important progress because the superposition of the realistic effects in each
phase of heavy ion collisions can reproduce the experimental data without a strong assumption
of a parton behavior inside a medium.
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The two-particle correlations with a trigger selection with respect to second and third-order
event-planes are also measured for three pT combinations of pT : 2-4x1-2, 2-4x2-4, and 4-10x2-
4 GeV/c. The representing results of Ψ2 dependent correlations of pT 2-4x1-2 GeV/c are as
following;
• yield increases close to in-plane direction of Ψ2 especially for mid-central to peripheral
collisions,
• yield increases close to out-of-plane direction of Ψ2 especially for most-central collisions.
The increase of in-plane yield from central to peripheral collisions, where the average path length
decreases, can be taken as the increase of penetration probability due to less parton energy loss.
While the increase of out-of-plane yield in central collisions, where the average path length
becomes larger, can be regarded as a result of possible increase of re-distribution of the lost
energy in the long path-length. Neither of this clear path-length dependence is seen in Ψ3
dependent correlations.
The azimuthal anisotropy of correlated associate yield vPTYn with respect to Ψ2 and Ψ3 is
calculated from the event-plane dependent correlations. We see following features in vPTYn via
correlations in pT : 2-4x1-2 GeV/c:
• positive near and away-side vPTY2 above centrality 20% and negative near-side one in cen-
trality 0-10%,
• positive near-side vPTY3 but negative away-side vPTY3 above centrality 20%.
The negative vPTY2 cannot be explained by hydrodynamics or the suppression via parton-
energy loss because the v2 values calculated by both effects are positive: we need to consider an
effect neither hydrodynamics nor the suppression. The centrality and near-away dependence of
vPTYn is different between Ψ2 and Ψ3 dependent correlations, which may suggest parton-medium
coupling is different in the second and third-order geometry of a media.
The peak shift of near and away-side correlations is also seen depending on trigger direction.
A value ALR to quantify the degree of peak shift is compared between Ψ2 and Ψ3 dependent
correlations. ALR of Ψ2 dependent correlations shows the sign change depending on trigger
direction on the other hand that of Ψ3 dependent correlations is always negative. This value also
shows different trend between Ψ2 and Ψ3 dependent correlations.
We suggest the importance of considering the re-distribution effect of lost parton energy and
the different jet-medium interplay in the second and third-order geometry of media in future
theoretical calculations.
As a possible future improvements of experimental measurement, we mention the follow-
ing points. First, the systematics of higher-order flow measurements could be improved by the
Forward Silicon Vertex detector operated since 2012 experiment of the PHENIX due to a fine
granularity compared to the previous event-plane detectors. Second, the systematics in flow
measurements could be ignored by using a subtraction technique of correlations with large ra-
pidity gap from correlations with short rapidity gap, since the correlations with large rapidity
gap automatically include the contributions from all higher-order flow harmonics thus helping
in an exclusion of systematics in flow measurements. The both improvements will be achievable
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in the “sPHENIX Experiment”: a future upgrade of the PHENIX Experiment and the STAR
Experiment at RHIC as well as the ATLAS and CMS at the LHC.
Appendix A
Systematic Uncertanities of
Two-Particle Correlations
A.1 Systematic Uncertainties in Two Particle Correlations
A.1.1 Systematic from Matching Cut (Inclusive Trigger)
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Figure A.1: Correlations where contributions of v2, v3 and v4 is subtracted in centrality 0-
10% with (Solid-Black) 2σ matching cut, (Opened-Black) 2.5σ matching, and (Red) difference
of those.
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Figure A.2: Correlations where contributions of v2, v3 and v4 is subtracted in centrality 10-
20% with (Solid-Black) 2σ matching cut, (Opened-Black) 2.5σ matching, and (Red) difference
of those.
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Figure A.3: Correlations where contributions of v2, v3 and v4 is subtracted in centrality 20-
30% with (Solid-Black) 2σ matching cut, (Opened-Black) 2.5σ matching, and (Red) difference
of those.
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Figure A.4: Correlations where contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted in centrality 30-
40% with (Solid-Black) 2σ matching cut, (Opened-Black) 2.5σ matching, and (Red) difference
of those.
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Figure A.5: Correlations where contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted in centrality 40-
50% with (Solid-Black) 2σ matching cut, (Opened-Black) 2.5σ matching, and (Red) difference
of those.
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A.1.2 Systematic from Flow Harmonics (Inclusive Trigger)
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Figure A.6: Per trigger pair yield where contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted in centrality
0-10%. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ (green-line) v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other
harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by black lines.
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Figure A.7: Per trigger pair yield where contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted in centrality
10-20%. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ (green-line) v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other
harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by black lines.
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Figure A.8: Per trigger pair yield where contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted in centrality
20-30%. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ (green-line) v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other
harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by black lines.
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Figure A.9: Per trigger pair yield where contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted in centrality
30-40%. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ (green-line) v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other
harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by black lines.
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Figure A.10: Per trigger pair yield where contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted in
centrality 40-50%. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ (green-line) v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line)
v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by black lines.
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A.2 Systematic Uncertainties in Event Plane Dependent Corre-
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Figure A.11: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted using (Black) 2σ matching cut, (Red) 2.5σ matching,
and (Blue) difference of those.
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Figure A.12: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted using (Black) 2σ matching cut, (Red) 2.5σ matching,
and (Blue) difference of those.
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Figure A.13: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 4-10⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted using (Black) 2σ matching cut, (Red) 2.5σ matching,
and (Blue) difference of those.
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Figure A.14: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted using (Black) 2σ matching cut, (Red) 2.5σ matching,
and (Blue) difference of those.
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Figure A.15: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted using (Black) 2σ matching cut, (Red) 2.5σ matching,
and (Blue) difference of those.
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Figure A.16: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 4-10⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted using (Black) 2σ matching cut, (Red) 2.5σ matching,
and (Blue) difference of those.
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Figure A.17: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.18: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.19: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.20: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.21: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.22: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.23: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.24: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.25: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.26: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.27: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 4-10⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.28: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 4-10⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.29: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 4-10⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.30: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 4-10⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.31: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 4-10⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.32: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.33: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.34: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.35: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.36: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.37: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.38: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.39: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.40: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.41: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.42: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 4-10⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.43: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 4-10⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.44: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 4-10⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.45: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 4-10⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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Figure A.46: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 4-10⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted. vn value is varied (blue-line) v2 ± 1σ, (green-line)
v3 ± 1σ, and (red-line) v4 ± 1σ, other harmonics being fixed. Systematics are expressed by blue
open circle with an offset.
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A.2.3 Systematics from Ψ2 −Ψ4 correlation (Event-Plane Dependent)
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Figure A.47: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted using (Blue) centroid χ42 and (Red) ± 1σ χ42. The
systematics are plotted with an offset.
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Figure A.48: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted using (Blue) centroid χ42 and (Red) ± 1σ χ42. The
systematics are plotted with an offset.
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Figure A.49: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 4-10⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted using (Blue) centroid χ42 and (Red) ± 1σ χ42. The
systematics are plotted with an offset.
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Figure A.50: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted using (Blue) centroid χ42 and (Red) ± 1σ χ42. The
systematics are plotted with an offset.
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Figure A.51: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted using (Blue) centroid χ42 and (Red) ± 1σ χ42. The
systematics are plotted with an offset.
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Figure A.52: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 4-10⊗2-4 GeV/c before resolution correction where
contributions of v2, v3, and v4 is subtracted using (Blue) centroid χ42 and (Red) ± 1σ χ42. The
systematics are plotted with an offset.
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Figure A.53: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c where contributions of v2, v3, and
v4 is subtracted. Data points show the results of (Blue) 20% and (Red) 30% smoothing factors
and their difference with an offset.
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Figure A.54: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗2-4 GeV/c where contributions of v2, v3, and
v4 is subtracted. Data points show the results of (Blue) 20% and (Red) 30% smoothing factors
and their difference with an offset.
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Figure A.55: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 4-10⊗2-4 GeV/c where contributions of v2, v3, and
v4 is subtracted. Data points show the results of (Blue) 20% and (Red) 30% smoothing factors
and their difference with an offset.
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Figure A.56: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c where contributions of v2, v3, and
v4 is subtracted. Data points show the results of (Blue) 20% and (Red) 30% smoothing factors
and their difference with an offset.
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Figure A.57: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗2-4 GeV/c where contributions of v2, v3, and
v4 is subtracted. Data points show the results of (Blue) 20% and (Red) 30% smoothing factors
and their difference with an offset.
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Figure A.58: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 4-10⊗2-4 GeV/c where contributions of v2, v3, and
v4 is subtracted. Data points show the results of (Blue) 20% and (Red) 30% smoothing factors
and their difference with an offset.
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Figure A.59: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c where contributions of v2, v3, and
v4 is subtracted. Data points show the results of (Blue) iteration and (Red) fitting method and
their difference with an offset.
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Figure A.60: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗2-4 GeV/c where contributions of v2, v3, and
v4 is subtracted. Data points show the results of (Blue) iteration and (Red) fitting method and
their difference with an offset.
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Figure A.61: Ψ2 dependent correlations at 4-10⊗2-4 GeV/c where contributions of v2, v3, and
v4 is subtracted. Data points show the results of (Blue) iteration and (Red) fitting method and
their difference with an offset.
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Figure A.62: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗1-2 GeV/c where contributions of v2, v3, and
v4 is subtracted. Data points show the results of (Blue) iteration and (Red) fitting method and
their difference with an offset.
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Figure A.63: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 2-4⊗2-4 GeV/c where contributions of v2, v3, and
v4 is subtracted. Data points show the results of (Blue) iteration and (Red) fitting method and
their difference with an offset.
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Figure A.64: Ψ3 dependent correlations at 4-10⊗2-4 GeV/c where contributions of v2, v3, and
v4 is subtracted. Data points show the results of (Blue) iteration and (Red) fitting method and
their difference with an offset.
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